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Abstract 
We study how the effects of U.S. restrictions on skilled immigration affect the Canadian 
economy and American workers’ welfare. In 2017, the United States implemented a policy that 
tightened the eligibility criteria for U.S. visas. This was followed immediately by a trend break 
in the number of skilled immigrant admissions to Canada. We use quasi-experimental variation 
introduced by this policy over time and across immigrant groups, along with U.S. and Canadian 
visa applications data, to show that in 2018 visa applications for moving to Canada increased 
by 30% relative to the period before the restrictions were imposed. We then study how the 
restrictions affected Canadian firms. We use comprehensive Canadian administrative databases 
containing the universe of employer-employee linked records, immigration records, and 
international trade data. We find that Canadian firms that were relatively more exposed to the 
inflow of immigrants increased production, exports, and employment of Canadian workers. 
Finally, we study the policy’s impact on American workers by incorporating immigration policy 
into a multi-sector international trade model. With international trade, the increase in 
immigration to other countries due to the restrictions affects American wages through U.S. 
exports and consumption prices. We calibrate the model using our novel data and reduced-
form estimates. We find that the welfare gains for American workers targeted for protection by 
the 2017 policy are up to 25% larger in a closed economy than they are in an open economy 
with the observed trade levels. 

Topics: International topics; Labour markets; Recent economic and financial developments; Trade 
integration 
JEL codes: F16, F22, J61 

Résumé 
Nous étudions les effets de mesures restreignant l’immigration de travailleurs qualifiés aux 
États-Unis sur l’économie canadienne et le bien-être des travailleurs américains. En 2017, les 
États-Unis ont mis en œuvre une politique qui durcissait les critères d’admissibilité à leurs visas. 
Cette mesure a été immédiatement suivie d’une rupture de tendance dans le nombre 
d’admissions d’immigrants qualifiés au Canada. En exploitant la variation quasi-expérimentale 
introduite par cette politique au fil du temps et parmi les groupes d’immigrants, ainsi que des 
données sur les demandes de visas américains et canadiens, nous montrons qu’en 2018, les 
demandes de visas de travailleurs souhaitant s’installer au Canada ont augmenté de 30 % par 
rapport à la période qui précédait l’imposition des restrictions. Nous étudions ensuite 
l’incidence de ces restrictions sur les entreprises canadiennes. Pour ce faire, nous employons 
des bases de données administratives canadiennes complètes recouvrant l’ensemble des 
dossiers employeurs-employés, des dossiers d’immigration, ainsi que des données sur le 
commerce international. Nous constatons que les entreprises canadiennes qui ont été 
relativement plus exposées à l’afflux d’immigrants ont augmenté leur production, leurs 
exportations et leur recours à des travailleurs canadiens. Enfin, nous analysons les répercussions 
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des restrictions évoquées sur les travailleurs américains en intégrant la politique d’immigration 
dans un modèle de commerce international multisectoriel. Au regard des échanges 
internationaux, l’accroissement des mouvements migratoires vers d’autres pays causé par les 
restrictions touche les salaires aux États-Unis par les canaux des exportations américaines et 
des prix à la consommation. Nous étalonnons le modèle au moyen de notre nouvel ensemble 
de données et d’estimations de forme réduite. Nous constatons que les gains de bien-être pour 
les travailleurs américains qui devaient être protégés par la politique de 2017 sont jusqu’à 25 % 
plus importants dans une économie fermée que dans une économie ouverte avec les niveaux 
d’échanges observés. 

Sujets : Questions internationales; Marchés du travail; Évolution économique et financière récente; 
Intégration des échanges 

Codes JEL : F16, F22, J61 



1 Introduction
Restrictions on high-skilled immigration are becoming increasingly common in some developed
countries that aim to protect domestic wages.1 Other developed countries, however, are com-
peting to attract high-skilled migrants, expecting their skills to meet the demands of key sectors,
making these sectors more competitive in the global marketplace (Kerr, 2018). These conflicting
policies alter the appeal of destinations for skilled workers. In fact, detractors of U.S. skilled
immigration restrictions recently argued that such restrictions push skilled migrants to other
more-receptive developed countries.2 If this is indeed the case, U.S. restrictions could make
receptive countries more competitive in the global marketplace, ultimately affecting the U.S.
economy through international trade. Despite the potential welfare implications for both the
U.S. and the receiving economies, we do not yet know how such restrictions affect third countries
and whether these effects spill back into the U.S. economy.

One challenge to answering these questions is the absence of significant changes to laws pertaining
to U.S. skilled worker visas since the early part of this century. This paper exploits a change in
the interpretation of the law, at the beginning of 2017, that tightened the eligibility criteria for
college-educated immigrants applying for U.S. H-1B visas.3 Immediately following this policy
change, Canada experienced a surge in the number of skilled immigrant admissions, equivalent
to 76,000 additional admissions in the period between 2018 and 2019.4 This inflow represents
3.5% of the stock of college-educated immigrants in Canada, or about 2% of all workers in the
high-skilled service sector. To what extent did the U.S. restrictions cause this increase in skilled
immigration to Canada? How did this immigrant influx affect Canadian production, exports,
and Canadian workers’ welfare? How does the influx of workers to Canada and other economies
ultimately impact American workers’ welfare via international trade?

We address these questions by exploiting the plausible exogenous variation introduced by the
policy across time and immigrant groups. We combine this variation with a novel dataset
to document the impact of these restrictions on Canadian immigration and firms. Our novel
dataset includes U.S. work visa application data obtained through a Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) request, a novel Canadian visa application dataset, and Canadian administrative
databases containing the universe of employer-employee-linked records, immigration records, and
data on international trade in goods and services. Finally, we develop a new general equilibrium

1For example, the United Kingdom implemented Brexit, and during President Trump’s administration, the
number of U.S. immigrant visas dropped by 25% between 2016 and 2019.

2Jorge Loweree stated that “Until the U.S. government revamps its outdated employment-based immigration
system, the U.S. economy will continue to fall behind in the global competition for skilled workers,” at a July
13th, 2021, hearing before the Committee of the Judiciary of the U.S. House of Representatives “How Outdated
U.S. Immigration Policies Push Top Talent to Other Countries”.

3The H-1B program is the main pathway for college-educated workers seeking to migrate to the U.S.
4We refer to admissions granted under permanent residence programs commonly used by skilled workers,

namely, the Canadian Experience Class, Skilled Worker, and Provincial Nominee Programs.
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model of immigration and international trade to study the welfare effects of the policy and the
role of international trade in determining the policy’s efficacy.

The new policy was implemented through policy memorandums issued by U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) and became effective immediately. By the end of 2018, there
was a decrease of 140,000 H-1B approvals (relative to the trend) and an unprecedented spike
in H-1B denial rates. Denial rates increased from about 6% in 2016 to 16% in 2018. The
policy memorandums had different effects on the eligibility criteria in different occupations,
which disproportionately affected immigrants from certain nationalities based on their propensity
to apply for U.S. visas. We use this variation across time and immigrant groups to provide
reduced-form evidence of the restrictions’ effects on the Canadian economy and to calibrate the
model.

We first document that the increasing H-1B denial rates led to an increase in skilled immigration
to Canada, using Canadian permanent residence visa application data. We estimate the effect
of the policy on the change in the number of Canadian applications for immigrant groups that
were differently affected by the policy introduction. Our event-study estimates imply that a 10
percentage point increase in H-1B denial rates increases Canadian applications by 30%. A back-
of-the-envelope calculation suggests that for every four forgone H-1B visas, there is an associated
increase of one Canadian application. These estimated (relative) effects are remarkably similar
to those observed in the time series.

We then document a large impact of the immigrant influx on Canadian firms, using our Canadian
administrative dataset. To that end, we construct a shift-share exposure measure that exploits
differences across firms due to the nationality composition of their workforce and the occupational
composition of their industry.5 We use this variation across firms and the time variation of the
policy within an event-study framework to estimate the effect of the policy. We find that firms
that were relatively more exposed to the immigrant inflow increased sales. For instance, for
the median-sized firm in the skilled service sector, an additional immigrant hired in 2017-2018
translated into 3.2% larger sales in 2018. Export sales are an important margin of adjustment
as they account for about 40% of the estimated increase in sales. Consistent with the increase
in production, we find that a firm hired approximately 0.5 additional native workers per new
immigrant. We also find that the earnings per native worker at relatively more-exposed firms
dropped. This result, together with the fact that more-exposed firms are intensive in occupations
that were more impacted by U.S. restrictions, is consistent with the earnings per native worker
in the more affected occupations declining compared to the less affected ones.

Finally, we study the effects of the policy on Canadian and American workers’ welfare by devel-
5These differences at the firm level allow us to isolate the effects of actual immigrant hires from policy-induced

changes in surrounding conditions influenced by the immigrant inflow.
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oping a general equilibrium model of international trade and migration policy that is consistent
with our empirical findings. The international trade component is based on a Ricardian model
with multiple countries and sectors. Production features constant returns to scale and requires
immigrants and native workers, from different occupations, who are imperfect substitutes. Mo-
tivated by our evidence, we incorporate immigration policy and migration decisions under un-
certainty into an otherwise standard model of immigration. Immigration policy is represented
as an exogenous probability of obtaining a visa and, given this uncertainty of obtaining visas,
immigrants decide whether and to which destination country to migrate. Heterogeneous workers
also select sectors, creating a nationality-occupation-specific supply of labor to sectors.

We derive an analytical expression for the impact of a reduction in the U.S. visa approval rate
on American workers’ welfare that is composed of a direct and indirect effect. The direct effect
depends on how substitutable immigrants and American workers are and the extent to which
U.S. sectors contract due to the lower availability of immigrant labor. This effect tends to be
present in standard models of international migration. The indirect effect depends on how the
restrictions impact migration flows to other economies, which is affected by the substitutability
between emigrating to the U.S. and emigrating to other economies. An inflow of workers reduces
production costs and increases production in the receiving economies, particularly in sectors that
intensively use workers from the nationalities and occupations of the incoming immigrants. This
increase in the production of foreign competitors diminishes the international price of American
goods and, in turn, decreases American wages. Simultaneously, the drop in production costs
abroad benefits American workers by providing access to cheaper imported goods and services,
increasing their wages’ purchasing power. The overall indirect effects on American workers in
a specific sector can be either positive or negative, depending on how the export prices of U.S.
sectors and the import prices for consumers adjust.

Our analytical results also show the role of certain shares and structural parameters in the wel-
fare effects of the policy. We estimate the elasticity of substitution between emigrating to the
U.S. and Canada directly from a coefficient of an equation that we derive from the model. For
this estimation, we use our cross-border visa application data and the variation introduced by
the policy change. We calibrate other key parameters following an indirect inference approach.
We estimate the regression coefficients using model-generated data and match them with the
coefficient estimates obtained using real data, which are based on our earlier event-study esti-
mates. We use our data to calibrate the relevant shares, including the migration shares of each
immigrant group, the share of each worker group in the costs of a sector, and the bilateral trade
shares.

We find that a drop in U.S. visa approval rates, as observed in 2017, increases immigration to
Canada, especially among computer scientists, and leads to a 3.4% overall increase in immigrant
labor. This inflow decreases the welfare of Canadian computer scientists because they are rela-
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tively close substitutes for the incoming immigrants. However, the inflow increases the welfare
of workers in other occupations because Canadian sectors expand, especially high-skilled service
sectors. For instance, in these sectors, the welfare of computer scientists decreases by 2.9% and
that of lower-skilled workers increases by 0.9% approximately. The overall welfare increase for
all Canadian workers is 0.2%.

In the U.S., immigrant labor decreases by 1.6% and is particularly pronounced among computer
scientists. As a result, we find that the drop in U.S. approval rates benefits primarily Amer-
ican computer scientists but tends to harm American workers employed in other occupations,
especially if their sector contracts. For instance, computer scientists in high-skilled service sec-
tors experience a 0.7% welfare increase, while lower-skilled workers experience a 0.3% welfare
decrease. The overall welfare effect for all American workers is close to zero. These effects on
American workers include both direct and indirect effects. We assess the importance of the
indirect effects by simulating the same policy in a global economy without international trade.
We find that the welfare gains for American computer scientists, the group presumably targeted
for protection by the policy, are up to 25% higher in an economy without international trade,
compared to one with the current trade levels. This result indicates that U.S. immigration
restrictions may reduce direct competition between immigrants and American workers in the
U.S. labor market, but competition may still exist through the international trade of goods that
embody the labor services of these immigrants.

Related literature: Our paper contributes to the extensive empirical literature studying the
economic effects of immigration. Seminal papers include Card (1990, 2001), Borjas (2003, 2005),
and Ottaviano and Peri (2012).6 A stream of this literature studies the effects of skilled immigra-
tion on native-born workers’ labor market outcomes.7 Relatively few papers studied the effects
of sudden and unexpected changes in the aggregate supply of skilled immigrants, due to the
limited number of such episodes (e.g., Hunt (1992), Friedberg (2001), Borjas and Doran (2012)).
We contribute to the literature by offering direct evidence of the effects of an episode that has
these characteristics and that is likely unrelated to the economic circumstances of the receiving
economy, Canada. Also, we use our model to assess the corresponding effects on the level of
native-born workers’ wages and employment, accounting for general equilibrium effects.

Another related stream of this literature studies the impact of skilled immigration on firms (Dust-
mann and Glitz, 2015; Mitaritonna et al., 2017; Ottaviano et al., 2018; Brinatti and Morales,
2021; Egger et al., 2021; Mahajan, 2022; Dimmock et al., 2022; Arellano-Bover and San, 2023).
Some of these papers are able to use quasi-experimental variation in the availability of skilled
immigrants to firms but have often focused on a relatively small subset of firms (Kerr and Lin-

6See Hanson (2009), Lewis and Peri (2015) and Abramitzky and Boustan (2017) for reviews of the literature.
7For the effects of skilled immigration on innovation see for instance Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle (2010),

Akcigit et al. (2017), Burchardi et al. (2020), and Arkolakis et al. (2020), among others.
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coln, 2010; Kerr et al., 2015; Doran et al., 2022). Relatively few papers use quasi-experimental
variation to study the effects on a large number of firms (Beerli et al., 2021; Brinatti et al., 2023)
but do not tend to assess the aggregate effects. We use quasi-natural variation in the aggregate
supply of skilled workers to offer new evidence on the effects on the universe of firms in Canada
and to quantify the associated aggregate effects, using a general equilibrium model.

We contribute to the empirical literature studying the labor market effects of immigration poli-
cies. Existing studies have predominantly studied the impact of immigration policies on the
country imposing the restrictions (e.g., Peri et al. (2015), Clemens et al. (2018), Yoon and Do-
ran (2020), Kerr (2020), Moser and San (2020), Abramitzky et al. (2023)), or the sending country
(e.g., Abarcar and Theoharides (2021), Khanna and Morales (2021), Coluccia and Spadavecchia
(2021)). However, they have not typically studied the effects of policies on third countries.
Glennon (2023) shows that U.S. multinational corporations (MNCs) experiencing H-1B visa
constraints increased employment in their affiliates. Our paper contributes to this literature
by offering quasi-experimental evidence of the effects of immigration policy on third countries.
Relative to Glennon (2023), our results are robust to the exclusion of MNCs, suggesting that
the effects on other countries may not require MNC linkages with the imposing country.

Our paper contributes to the international trade literature that studies the wage effects of changes
in factor endowments dating back to Samuelson (1948) and Rybczynski (1955). According to
Rybczynski’s theorem, changes in factor endowments may not affect wages in a global economy
with free trade. Several papers tested the empirical relevance of this theorem, such as Davis et al.
(1997), Hanson and Slaughter (2002), Gandal et al. (2004), Zimring (2019), and Muñoz (2023).
We contribute to this literature by providing firm-level evidence consistent with Rybczynski’s
effect and quantifying the extent to which the wage effects predicted by Rybczynski’s theorem
hold in modern quantitative models with current levels of trade.

A related literature studies the effects of immigration using quantitative models of trade (Di Gio-
vanni et al., 2015; Bound et al., 2017; Desmet et al., 2018; Allen et al., 2019; Monras, 2020;
Burstein et al., 2020; Khanna and Morales, 2021; Brinatti and Morales, 2021; Caliendo et al.,
2021). The closest papers to ours are Burstein et al. (2020), who study the impact of U.S. im-
migration policy on American workers but in a closed economy, and Caliendo et al. (2021), who
study the interaction between international trade and migration in the context of the European
Union’s enlargement, using a single-sector model. Our paper offers a new quantitative trade
model that incorporates migration policy and migration choice under uncertainty in a tractable
way. It also quantifies the impact of international trade on the welfare effects of immigration in
a multi-sector model, which can be positive or negative, unlike in a single-sector model.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data and institutional background.
Section 3 describes the policy change and provides reduced-form evidence of its effects on Canada.
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Section 4 develops the quantitative model and analytically studies the effects of U.S. immigration
restrictions on third countries and American workers’ welfare. Section 5 calibrates and validates
the model. Section 6 presents the quantitative results. Section 7 concludes.

2 Data and institutional background

2.1 Assembly of a novel dataset

Our data includes U.S. and Canadian visa application data and a Canadian administrative
dataset containing the universe of employer-employee-linked records, immigration records, and
records on international trade in goods and services. This section describes the content of these
datasets. The appendix provides details on the datasets, the measurements, the samples, and
the crosswalk we manually developed between the occupational classifications used in the U.S.
and the Canadian visa application datasets.

2.1.1 U.S. H-1B visa application data

Our data contains the universe of processed I-129 petitions for H-1B workers from fiscal year 2000
to 2018 (e.g., October 2000 to September 2018). The data was obtained from the United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request. For each petition, the dataset provides the name and location of the sponsoring firm and
the worker’s country of birth, education level, salary, and occupation. It also specifies the type
of H-1B petition, which allows us to determine whether the application was a new or continuing
one (e.g., a renewal, a change of employment or employer, or an amendment), whether the
application has been approved or denied, and the date when the decision was made. We use
this dataset to construct the exposure measure of different immigrant groups to the H-1B policy
change.

The USCIS stops processing and recording petitions after the annual cap for new H-1B visas for
for-profit organizations have been reached. This lack of information regarding unprocessed new
H-1B visas motivates us to use continuing visas to measure the U.S. policy shock, which we do
in section 3.2.

2.1.2 Canadian Permanent Resident visa application data

Our application data, obtained from Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC),
covers the period from 2012 to 2018 and includes the total number of individuals who submitted
complete applications for permanent residency. The data is organized by year, occupation (4-
digit National Occupational Classification, (NOC)), country of citizenship, visa program under
which the permanent residency application was made, and the applicant’s level of education. We
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retain applications from individuals holding a bachelor’s degree or higher and aggregate them
based on their occupation, country of origin, and year of application.

2.1.3 Canadian administrative data

The following Canadian administrative data sets, except for the Labor Force Survey (LFS),
are part of the Canadian Employer-Employee Dynamics Database (CEEDD), which we use to
measure a comprehensive set of firms’ outcomes.

Employer-employee-linked records (T4-ROE): This dataset includes the universe of pay-
roll records in Canada for the period between 2012 and 2018.

Immigrant landing records (IMDB): The IMDB is Canada’s longitudinal immigration
database. It collects information on all foreign citizens who came to Canada but were not on
a temporary visitor visa when they landed as a permanent resident or had not applied for a
non-temporary visiting visa. This database includes information on the birth country of each
immigrant, the year of landing for the immigrants who became Canadian permanent residents,
and the effective dates of all non-permanent resident visas held by each immigrant.

Corporate tax filing (NALMF): The National Accounts Longitudinal Microdata File (NALMF)
is a longitudinal administrative database of the universe of Canadian firms that includes each
firm’s total revenue and cost.

Personal tax filing (T1-PMF): This dataset is a longitudinal database of the universe of
individuals paying taxes. We use granular data on each individual’s location to determine the
labor market of the firm that employs them, as the NALMF data does not include granular
information about firms’ locations.

Goods trade records (TIC and TEC) This dataset records each firm’s goods trade activ-
ities reported to Canadian customs by product and trading partner country.

Activities of multinational enterprises in Canada (AMNE) This dataset includes the
total value of imports and exports of services of all firms in Canada with a valid business
registration record, including non-multinational enterprises.

Labor force survey (LFS) This dataset provides information from a monthly survey con-
ducted by Statistics Canada. In this survey, respondents report their country of birth, the sector
and occupation of their main job, and the associated weekly earnings.
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2.2 Institutional background

2.2.1 U.S. H-1B visa program

The H-1B visa program enables U.S. employers to hire highly skilled foreign workers in specialized
occupations that demand advanced knowledge and a minimum of a bachelor’s degree.8 To obtain
an H-1B visa, an individual must have a qualifying job offer from a sponsoring firm. The firm
is required to submit a Labor Condition Application (LCA) to the Department of Labor, which
verifies that the employment offer meets the criteria of the H-1B visa program. Once the LCA is
approved, the firm can file an I-129 petition with the USCIS, which makes the ultimate decision
about the visa application. Initially valid for three years, the H-1B visa can be extended for an
additional three years. An H-1B holder must submit a petition if they decide to renew their visa
or if there are significant changes in their employment conditions such as a change of employer
or occupation.

In the pre-shock period, there were approximately 350,000 annual applications, with 40% be-
ing for new H-1B visas and 60% for continuing visas. The distribution of applications across
nationalities and occupations exhibits skewness. Most H-1B visas are issued to workers from
India (69%), followed by China (9%), Canada (2%), the Philippines (2%), and Korea (1%).
In terms of occupations, computer-related occupations account for 64%, followed by engineer-
ing (9%), administrative specializations (6%), education (6%); and medicine and health (5%).
Employers sponsoring H-1B visa applications are concentrated in the skilled-intensive service
sector. Approximately 60% of these firms operate in the business service sector, 8% in high-tech
manufacturing, 7% in educational services, 6% in finance and insurance services, and 5% in
informational and cultural services.

2.2.2 Canadian visa program: points-based system

The main channels for skilled immigration intake in Canada are through permanent residence
visa programs.9 Prospective permanent resident visa applicants must fulfill core eligibility cri-
teria to enter an application pool, where they are automatically ranked using a points system
based on factors such as education, work experience, language proficiency, age, and having a
valid job offer in place (See Appendix table E.3). There are no limits on the number of visas
granted. Approximately every two weeks, the ministry announces the number of individuals
who will receive an invitation to apply (ITA) for permanent residence status. Starting from
the highest-ranked candidates in the pool, invitations are extended until the specified number
of intended ITAs is reached. The estimated target processing time is six months. However, it

8The H-1B authorized-to-work population is an important part of high-skilled immigrant employment in the
U.S. In 2016, approximately 564,663 immigrants were working with an H-1B visa, representing 7% of immigrants
holding a college degree or higher and 30% of immigrants in STEM occupations.

9Workers can use temporary migration programs, but the complicated process for temporary migration often
leads them to opt for permanent migration instead (OECD., 2019).
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could be as fast as two weeks.
These features of the Canadian immigration system have two implications for the effects of H-1B
restrictions on Canadian immigration. First, given the typical H-1B applicant’s qualifications,
they are likely to have a competitive profile among the applicant pool. Second, these applicants
can relocate to Canada quickly due to favorable processing times and no numerical limits.

Regarding the composition of applicants by occupation and nationality, two features emerge.
First, the distribution of countries is less skewed compared to the U.S. case. The largest countries
in terms of skilled applications include India (10%), the Philippines (12%), China (10%), France
(5%), and Iran (5%). Second, immigrants in Canada and the U.S. appear to perform distinct
tasks, a variation that our identification strategy will exploit; for example, while 83% of Indians
applying for an H-1B are computer scientists and only 1% are managers, the respective fractions
among Indians applying for a Canadian visa are 35% and 12% respectively. The divergence in
the jobs performed by immigrants in the U.S. and Canada can be attributed, in part, to the
contrasting systems employed to allocate U.S. H-1B and Canadian visas. The sponsorship system
in the U.S. establishes strong links between application numbers and labor demand, resulting in a
concentration of H-1B visas in computer-related occupations. Conversely, Canada’s points-based
system prioritizes individuals with higher overall human capital.

3 H-1B policy change: reduced-form analysis

3.1 A sudden H-1B policy change through policy memorandums

Advocates of more-stringent H-1B laws argue that employers use the program to replace Amer-
ican workers with lower-paid immigrant workers due to loopholes in the law (Matloff, 2002;
Hira, 2010). President Donald Trump aimed to end program misuse and, during his mandate,
immigration policy changed to “create higher wages and employment rates for U.S. workers and
to protect their economic interests by rigorously enforcing and administering our immigration
laws.”10

Beginning in March 2017, the USCIS issued internal policy memorandums that tightened the
eligibility criteria for H-1B visas and entered them into effect immediately.11 First, while a
bachelor’s degree used to be sufficient to meet the requirements of a specialty occupation, this
was no longer the case unless the Occupational Outlook Handbook (OOH) from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics explicitly specifies that a bachelor’s degree is required for that occupation. For
example, given that the OOH states that computer programmers may enter the field with an
associate degree, foreign computer programmers with a bachelor’s degree now need to provide

10See this presidential campaign’s press release and the executive order “Buy American and Hire American.”
11These policy memorandums have been made publicly available by the American Immigration Lawyers Asso-

ciation and the American Immigration Council via a FOIA lawsuit.
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additional evidence to meet the new H-1B requirement. Conversely, given that the OOH specifies
that several positions in health-related occupations require a bachelor’s degree or higher, health
professionals were largely unaffected by this policy memorandum. These examples illustrate that
this new policy memo effectively tightened the eligibility criteria for some occupations more
than for others. Our empirical design will exploit the variation across occupations. Second,
the USCIS required additional evidence when the complexity of the job duties was inconsistent
with a petition for a low-wage position. Third, USCIS stopped giving deference to previously
approved petitions (e.g., renewals), which were now subject to the same scrutiny as new H-1B
visas. Fourth, the scrutiny of H-1B petitions increased for applicants working at third-party
worksites to ensure the applicant would truly work for the petitioning employer. This new rule
especially affected companies providing business services to American firms.12

Applications that failed to meet these new requirements were denied, leading to a sharp increase
in denial rates and a decrease in H-1B approvals. Denial rates increased from 6% in 2016 to an
unprecedented 16% in 2018 (see Figure 1) and H-1B approvals dropped by approximately 140,000
visas (relative to the trend) by the end of 2018.13 Immediately following the policy change,
Canada experienced a spike in the number of skilled immigrant admissions, with an average
annual increase of approximately 30% relative to 2016. Between 2018 and 2019 there were about
76,000 additional admissions, representing a 3.5% increase in the number of college-educated
immigrants, or about 2% of all workers in the high-skilled service sector in Canada.

We aim to understand to what extent the U.S. restrictions cause the increase in skilled immi-
gration to Canada. The next section proposes an empirical strategy to isolate the effects of
U.S. immigration policies on Canadian immigration from the effects of other contemporaneous
factors that may correlate with the H-1B policy change, such as changes in U.S. trade policy,
increased xenophobia in the U.S., or positive demand shocks in Canada.

3.2 Effects of U.S. restrictions on skilled immigration to Canada

We aim to identify the effects of U.S. restrictions by using the plausibly exogenous variation
across time and immigrant groups introduced by the new policy and by controlling for the
effects of unobservable factors on Canadian immigration, with a comprehensive set of fixed
effects.

12See this policy memo about the specialty occupation requirements, this memo about renewals, this memo on
third-party worksites, and this official document about additional actions taken.

13The spike in denials explains the spike in the denial rates. The denial rate of renewals exhibits a similar
pattern (see Appendix Figure E.1). See Appendix Figure E.2 for the time series of the levels of H-1B approvals.
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Figure 1: Increasing H-1B restrictions and skilled immigration to Canada

Note. The blue line, which corresponds to the y-axis on the left-hand side of the figure, plots the number of
denied H-1B applications divided by the total number of H-1B applications. It includes new and continuing
H-1Bs. Given that the period to apply for new H-1B visa applications is during March and April, we remove
seasonality by computing a four-quarters moving average for new H-1B applications. The green line, which
corresponds to the y-axis on the right-hand side, plots the number of admissions granted under permanent
residence programs commonly used by skilled workers. These programs are the Federal Skills Trades Program,
Federal Skilled Worker (Express Entry), and Provincial Nominee Program (PNP).

3.2.1 Event-study framework

Motivated by our model, we estimate the effect of the policy on the change in Canadian ap-
plications before and after the introduction of the new policy for immigrant groups that were
differently exposed. An immigrant group is defined by the combination of the applicant’s coun-
try of origin and their occupation, denoted by c and o, respectively. Our measure of exposure
to the new eligibility criteria, denoted by Intensityco, proxies for the fraction of the immigrant
group co whose H-1B visa applications were denied. Our event-study model takes the following
form:

log(Can Appco,t) =
∑
τ ̸=2016

θτ × Intensityco × 1(t = τ) + δco + δot + δct + ϵcot (1)

where Can Appco,t is the number of Canadian visa applications of immigrant group co in year t,
δco are the fixed effects at the immigrant group level, δot are the fixed effects at the occupation-
year level, δct are the fixed effects at the country-of-birth-year level, and ϵcot is the error term,
which we cluster at the immigrant group level. The coefficients θτ measure the differences in the
outcome variables between year t and year 2016, our baseline year, for immigrant groups that are
differently exposed to the new U.S. restrictions. Given that the new H-1B policy should affect
outcomes only after the policy memorandums were introduced, we expect θτ to be zero.
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We measure Intensityco as the fraction of the potential number of migrants to North America,
either to the U.S. or Canada, affected by the new policy:

Intensityco =
Denial Rate2018o × Initial US Applicationsco

Initial US & Canada Applicantionsco
(2)

where “Initial” refers to the years before the introduction of the policy memos (i.e., FY2012-
FY2015). The numerator can be interpreted as the number of immigrants with denied U.S. visas
who could potentially consider migrating to Canada. The denominator proxies for the number
of potential migrants to North America. Intensityco can be written as the interaction between
the denial rate, denoted by dro, and the share of the total number of applications to North
America that were submitted to the U.S., denoted by πco,usa. The share πco,usa measures the
propensity of an immigrant group to apply for a U.S. visa.14 Our exposure measure predicts that
the relatively affected groups work in occupations with high denial rates and high propensities
to apply for U.S. visas. This measure is based on our model as shown in section 4.6.

The choice of occupation as the level of variation of dro is motivated by the instructions specified
in the policy memorandum.15 We compute these denial rates using only the applications for
continuing H-1B visas and exclude applications for new H-1B visas.16 We worry that if we
include new H-1B applications, the correlated shocks to the U.S. and Canada could affect both
the H-1B denial rates and the number of applications to Canada. For example, positive U.S.
demand shocks that increase the number of H-1B applications would mechanically increase the
denial rate for new H-1B visas, as new visas are subject to a cap, which would bias our estimates.
We expect applicants for continuing visas to be less likely to respond to the shocks in Canada or
at home because these applicants live in the U.S., which reveals their preference for this country
and that they have secured a job, which would increase the (opportunity) cost of leaving the
U.S. Consequently, applicants for continuing visas may be less likely to suddenly respond to
demand shocks in Canada or their home country.17

Figure 2 illustrates the sources of the variation of the fraction affected by the policy: Figure 2a
presents the denial rates for those applying for continuing H-1B visas by broad occupation in a
typical year (red bar) and in the years following the introduction of the policy memorandums
(blue bar). The red bars indicate small differences across occupations in normal years. However,

14To the extent to which πco,usa accurately predicts the post-treatment value, Intensityco can be interpreted as
an accurate measure of the actual fraction of applicants denied. The empirical evidence on immigrant networks
suggests that this fraction is likely to be stable over time because immigrants tend to follow the occupational
choices of their compatriots (Bartel, 1989; Altonji and Card, 1991; Card, 2001; Patel and Velia, 2013).

15We do not find evidence in the data, nor the policy memorandum, suggesting that the policy changed for
immigrants from different nationalities conditional on working in the same occupations.

16Continuing visas account for 55% of all denials. See the spike in this denial rate in Appendix Figure E.1.
17In line with this hypothesis, Appendix Figure E.3 shows that immigrants living in the U.S. do not generally

apply for Canadian visas. However, in 2017, there was a significant and sudden surge in applications. This
pattern is consistent with a more restrictive U.S. immigration policy that left this group of immigrants with
denied visas and no alternative but to leave the country.
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Figure 2: Source of cross-sectional variation in Intensityco

(a) Denial rates by broad occupation (b) Variation across nationalities: examples

Note. Figure 2a plots the denial rate for applications for continuing H-1B visas, by broad occupations. The
red bars represent the denial rates in an average year before the introduction of the policy memos, and the
blue bars present the denial rates for FY 2018, after the introduction of the policy memos. Figure 2b plots
πco,usa for the top and bottom five countries in terms of πco,usa for CSs.

large differences arise upon the introduction of the policy memorandums: Computer-related
occupations experienced an 18% denial rate (14.6 percentage points above an average year), while
health-related occupations have a 4% denial rate (1.1 percentage points higher than average).
Figure 2b emphasizes the variation across countries, introduced by πco,usa. The figure plots the
top and bottom five countries in terms of πco,usa for computer scientists, showing that an Indian
computer scientist is 60% more likely to apply to the U.S. than a French computer scientist
(e.g., πIndia,cs,usa/πFrance,cs,usa = 1.6). Consequently, the fraction of Indian computer scientists
affected is 60% larger than that of French computer scientists.

We saturate the empirical model with a rich set of fixed effects to account for the effects of
potential confounding factors. δco controls for pre-existing differences between groups, such as
preferences for the U.S. relative to Canada. δot prevents attributing the effect of occupational
shocks to the effect of the H-1B restrictions. This is important because some of the occupations
that were more affected by the new eligibility criteria had been growing relatively more quickly.
Finally, immigration from certain countries, such as India, to several developed countries has
been on an upward trend, including to the U.S. and Canada. If these nationals tend to have a
high propensity to apply for U.S. visas, πco,usa, our estimate may be upward biased. To control
for factors of this nature, we include country of origin-year fixed effects, δct.

Additionally, some countries were experiencing changing political and economic conditions that
may have pushed their citizens to emigrate. For example, immigration from India to several
developed countries has been on an upward trend, including to the U.S. and Canada. If countries
that experienced worsening conditions are those that tend to experience emigration to the U.S.,
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our estimate will be upward biased. To control for factors of this nature, we include country of
origin-year fixed effects, δct.

The identifying assumption is that the change in the outcome variable in the years 2017 and 2018
would have been the same in the absence of the policy change for immigrant groups that were
differently exposed, conditional on the controls. We assess the plausibility of this assumption by
formally testing whether θτ is zero for τ between 2012 and 2015. Failing to reject that θτ is zero
suggests that the outcome variable for immigrant groups that will later be differently exposed to
the U.S. restrictions were in parallel trends. It would then be plausible that these units would
have grown at the same rate in the absence of the H-1B restrictions.

3.2.2 Results

Figure 3 plots the estimates of θτ for the years 2012 to 2018. It was only after the U.S. restrictions
were imposed that Canadian visa applications of immigrants who were more exposed to the
U.S. restrictions grew faster than less-exposed immigrant groups. The estimates for the years
after the US shock, θ̂2017 and θ̂2018, are 3.7 (s.e.=1.4) and 5.2 (s.e.=1.6), respectively. They
are statistically significant at conventional levels (1%) and economically large. Our estimates
predict that Canadian applications in 2018 were 31% higher than what they would have been
in the absence of the H-1B restrictions.18

Our event-study estimates can also be interpreted in terms of two statistics useful for policy
analysis. First, an increase in H-1B denial rates by 10 percentage points increases the number
of applications to Canada by 30%, given that the average exposure πco,usa is 0.57. This is
equivalent to saying that a 10 percentage point increase in the fraction of immigrants who are
affected increases the number of applications to Canada in 2018 by 5.2%. Second, when we
consider the relationship between Canadian applications and H-1B visa approvals, a back-of-
the-envelope calculation suggests that roughly every 4 H-1B visa approvals forgone results in an
increase of about one permanent resident application to Canada.19

There are several reasons for this large response in the number of applications to Canada.
First, potential migrants to the U.S. may choose Canada due to its economic opportunities,
labor market integration, language, and cultural similarities. Second, the qualifications of a
typical H-1B visa applicant position these potential migrants favorably in terms of obtaining a
Canadian visa within the framework of the points-based Canadian immigration system. Third,
American firms, which have long faced immigration challenges, are prepared to quickly relocate

18This prediction follows from θ̂t ×
∑

co ωco Intensityco, where ωco is the share of applications of immigrant
group co in total Canadian applications in the baseline year 2016.

19We estimated the difference-in-differences version of regression (1) for the logarithm of Canadian applications
and H-1B visa approvals. Let θ̂relative be the ratio of the responses of Canadian applications and the responses
of H-1B approvals. Our back-of-the-envelope computation is given by θ̂relative × Applicationscan

2012−2016

AprovalsH−1B
2012−2016

.
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Figure 3: Effect of H-1B restrictions on permanent resident applications to Canada

Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficient, θτ , of equation 1. The event is defined as the
spike in the H-1B denial rate in 2017. The vertical lines reflect the 95% confidence intervals. The plotted
coefficients correspond to column 1 in Appendix Table E.4. The omitted year is 2016.

their employees to Canada.20

3.2.3 Discussion of threats to identification

Several factors may threaten the identification of the impact of U.S. immigration restrictions.
These concerns include potential correlations of confounding factors over time, which would
imply that ϵcot correlates with past applications and thus πco,usa; the possibility of the policy
change being a response to the increasing immigration of specific groups, which would bias
our estimates upward; and the influence of contemporaneous changes in Canadian immigration
policy on the affected immigrant groups. We address these concerns through robustness exercises,
detailed in Appendix section B.1, which yield consistent results with our baseline specification.
We also test for linear trends that would violate our identification assumption (Roth, 2022).
Finally, we show that the results are unlikely to be driven by outliers.

3.3 Effects of increased skilled immigration on Canadian firms

After establishing that the H-1B restrictions increased skilled immigration to Canada, this sec-
tion documents how the inflow of skilled immigrants affected production in Canada and the labor
market outcomes of native-born Canadian workers. It then explains how these facts motivate
the assumptions of our quantitative model.

3.3.1 Event-study framework

To estimate the effect of the inflow of immigrants induced by the H-1B restrictions on Canadian
firms, we construct a measure that predicts which firms are likely to absorb these immigrants.

20See Envoy Global’s 2019 Report, based on a survey of more than 500 HR professionals in U.S. companies.
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We expect that firms, like labor markets, serve as important channels for immigrant networks
due to the vital role that co-nationals play in sharing information and providing referrals for
immigrants (Egger et al., 2021). Thus, our measure builds on the assumption that a Canadian
firm that typically hires x% of a given immigrant group in the Canadian market will absorb x%
of the number of that immigrant group that migrates to Canada due to the U.S. policy. We
combine this variation across firms with the time variation of the policy within the following
event-study framework to estimate the effect of the policy. Our empirical model for outcome y
of firm i in year t is

yit =
∑
τ ̸=2016

βτ × Intensityi × 1(t = τ) + δi + δmt + γ′ Xikt + ϵit (3)

where we consider several outcome variables yit that are scale-independent such as the logarithm
of sales or, as is commonly done in the immigration literature, the number of Canadian workers
hired relative to the employment level in the baseline year. Intensityi is an exposure intensity
measure of the H-1B policy change, which we describe shortly. The index k refers to the industry
where the firm operates, according to the 4-digit NAICS classification, and m refers to the
location of the firm. δi are the firm fixed effects, δmt are the labor markets’ year fixed effects,
Xikt is a set of control variables that vary over time and across firms and industries, and ϵit is
the error term, which we cluster at the firm level. The coefficient βτ measures the difference
in the outcome variable y between year τ and year 2016, our baseline year, for firms that are
differently exposed to the introduction of the policy memorandums. Given that the new H-1B
policy should have affected firms’ outcomes only after the policy memorandums were introduced,
we expect βτ to be zero for τ < 2016 and to be different from zero for τ ∈ {2017, 2018}.

Firm exposure to the H-1B restrictions Intensityi Let Flowpostco be the number of workers
migrating to Canada due to the H-1B policy and Lcoi

Lco
be the initial share of firm i in the aggregate

employment of workers co. Suppose that this inflow of workers is assigned to firms according
to this share (e.g., a Canadian domestic firm that tends to hire 1% of its CSs from India gets
assigned 1% of Flowpostco ). Then the number of co workers assigned to firm i is Lcoi

Lco
× Flowpostco

and the total number of workers assigned to firm i relative to its initial number of workers, Li,
is

Hiresposti

Li
≈
∑
co

Lcoi
Lco

Flowpostco

Li
(4)

This exposure measure can be thought of as a Bartik exposure, with the shift given by Flowpost
co

Lco

and the share by Lcoi

Li
. According to this measure, relatively exposed firms have a workforce

composition tilted to the immigrant groups that were relatively affected by the H-1B policy.

Given that we do not have occupation information at the firm level, we must approximate the
firm-level share in (4). We first note that this share can be expressed as the multiplication of
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the share of nationality c within occupation o (Lcoi

Loi
) and the occupation share in the firm’s total

workforce (Loi

Li
). We then proxy Lcoi

Loi
with the overall nationality share (Lci

Li
) and the occupational

structure of the firm Loi

Li
with that of the industry where it operates (Lok(i)

Lk(i)
).

We must also proxy the shift component of (4) because we do not observe the flow of immigrants,
co, coming to Canada after 2016, Flowpostco . We rewrite Flowpost

co

Lco
as Flowpost

co

Flowco
× Flowco

Lco
and assume

that the growth in the inflow of immigrants is proportional to the growth of their applications
(e.g., Flowpost

co

Flowco
∝ ∆log(Appco)). This assumption allows us to use our previous empirical model to

measure the growth of applications due to the H-1B policy (e.g., ∆log(Appco) ≈ θ Intensityco).
As a result, Intensityi is proportional to (4) and given by

Hiresposti

Li
≈
∑
co

Lci
Li

Lok(i)
Lk(i)

Intensityco
Flowco
Lco

≡ Intensityi (5)

This firm’s exposure predicts that firms are relatively exposed if they tend to hire immigrants
from the affected nationalities and are in industries that are intensive in occupations that expe-
rienced high H-1B denial rates.

This empirical measure exhibits rich variation across industries and across firms within relatively
exposed industries, which we use to identify the effect of the U.S. policy on Canadian firms. We
provide summary statistics for Intensityi by sector in Appendix Table E.5. The most exposed
sectors, given by the top quartile of sectors in terms of the average Intensityi, are information
and cultural industries (IC), business professional services, management of enterprises, financial
services, and educational services (NAICS 51, 54, 55, 52, and 61, respectively). We will refer to
these five broad sectors as the high-skilled service sector.

Control variables We include firm fixed effects δi that control for time-invariant differences
between firms that may correlate with their growth.

Additionally, we control for potential industry-level confounders by incorporating industry-year
control variables in Xikt rather than industry-year fixed effects. Because the policy change
had impacts on specific occupations, the influx of immigrants was concentrated in particular
industries, leading to limited variation in Intensityi across firms within some industries. If we
include the industry-year fixed effects, our estimate would capture the average impact of the
policy within truly affected industries and unaffected industries. Therefore we exploit the rich
cross-industry variation resulting from the policy change in the baseline specification and include
industry-year fixed effects in a robustness exercise.

We include sector-specific trends because some industries that were growing faster happened to
be intensive in the occupations affected by the rise in H-1B denials, such as the IT sector. We
also control for global industry-year specific shocks by including the number of jobs created in
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the U.K., as the correlation of employment between the U.K. and Canada is approximately 0.95
(see Appendix Figure E.7). Additionally, we include the industry’s employment growth in 2011
interacted with the year fixed effect to account for the effects of domestic factors that correlate
over time.

A related threat to identification is the confounding effects of changes in U.S. trade policy. For
example, if the trade war between the U.S. and China during Trump’s administration diverted
trade towards (or away from) Canadian sectors affected by the H-1B restrictions, β̂ would be
upward (downward) biased. To control for this potential concern in a flexible way, we include
two control variables evaluated in the pre-shock period and interacted with year dummies: the
share of exports in total sales, and the share of service exports in total exports.

Another concern arises from reverse causality, which occurs when immigrants choose where to
locate. The expansion of firms operating within a market might be the cause of increased
immigration, rather than the reverse. To address reverse causality concerns and insulate our
estimates from local shocks, we include labor market-year fixed effects, effectively comparing
firms that were located in the same labor market but were differently exposed to the H-1B
restrictions. Notice that these fixed effects also absorb the consumption effect of immigration,
which arises because immigrants are consumers of goods produced by firms located in the market
where they settle.

Finally, firms that typically hire immigrants might experience relatively faster growth due to the
ongoing immigration inflows, even in the absence of the H-1B restrictions. Therefore, we aim
to compare firms with similar reliance on immigrant labor but with different exposure to the
H-1B policy change. To do so, we control for the firms’ immigrant share of the wage bill and
the log of one plus the number of likely skilled immigrants in 2016, both interacting with year
dummies.

3.3.2 Results

Effects on Canadian workers We begin the analysis by showing that the new H-1B re-
striction increased the net hiring of immigrant workers relative to the firms’ employment level
in 2016, as motivated in the construction of Intensityi. The event-study coefficients plotted in
Figure 4a show that it was only after the new U.S. policy was implemented that firms with higher
exposure increased their hiring of immigrants compared to firms with lower exposure.

Firms that hired more immigrants also hired more native-born workers. The ratio of the esti-
mates of the response of hiring Canadian and immigrant workers in Figure 4a suggest that, on
average, a firm hires approximately 0.5 additional Canadian workers per immigrant hired, due
to the H-1B restrictions. The impact is also detectable when we study the response of the stock
of native-born workers. The estimates of the log(Canadian employment) shown in Figure 4b
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imply that the average-exposed firm in the skilled service sector would be expected to have a
1.3% higher number of Canadian employees in 2018 than it would have had without the H-1B
restrictions.

The increase in total hiring is substantial. For reference, the average ratio of total hiring to
employment in 2016 among exposed firms in the skilled service sector was 0.5%. Our estimates
indicate that, for the average exposed firm in this sector, this ratio increased to 1.2% in 2017
and to 1.5% in 2018.

We also find that, in 2008, earnings per Canadian worker and the median earnings dropped
in firms that were relatively more exposed. This drop, along with the fact that more-exposed
firms were intensive in occupations that were more impacted by the U.S. restrictions, suggests
that earnings per native worker in more affected occupations declined compared to less-affected
ones.21

Effect on production and exports Firms with higher exposure to the immigration restric-
tions exhibited a larger change in (log) sales compared to less-exposed firms, but only after the
implementation of the restrictions (Figure 4d). The average exposed firm in the skilled service
sector would be expected to register a 1% increase in sales than it would have registered in
the absence of the H-1B restrictions. This estimate implies that an additional immigrant hired
in 2017-2018 translated into an increase of C$112,000 earned in 2018 for the median firm in
the skilled service sector, which represents 3.2% of pre-shock sales.22 The rise in sales is likely
indicative of an increase in production because we found no evidence of changes in mark-ups
(see event studies in column 12 in Appendix Table E.6).

Our results so far suggest that firms expanded by increasing their overall labor input in pro-
portion to their production. For instance, our estimate of β2018 for the log sales closely aligns
with our estimates for employment growth given by the sum of our estimates for immigrant
and Canadian net hiring in relation to the employment level in 2016 (or by our estimate for
the log of employment in column 6).23 Additionally, we find that firms increased the share of
immigrants in the wage bill (Column 8 in Appendix Table E.6), suggesting that production may
have become more immigrant intensive.

The rise in total sales in 2018 is in part explained by the growth in exports, which exhibited
21Column 7 in Appendix Table E.6 shows the drop in earnings per worker, including all workers.
22Let β̂y

τ be the event-study estimate of the outcome variable y. We approximate the change in sales in
2017 and the hiring of immigrants in 2017-2018 as follows: ∆yi ≈ β̂y Intensityi yi 2016, for y being the log
of sales and the net hiring of immigrants relative to the employment level in 2016. Then ∆sales

∆hiring immigrants =

β
log(sales)
2018

βHireImm
2017 +βHireImm

2018
× sales2016

employment2016
. Using the median value for the ratio of sales to employment in the skilled

service sector yields the reported value.
23While we do not observe the use of non-labor input, our estimates for the response of total costs are consistent

with other inputs responding in similar proportions (see column 12).
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a delayed yet more-significant response compared to overall sales. Figure 4e shows that the
restrictions led to an increase in the share of exports in total sales in 2018 of 0.34 percentage
points or 8%. A back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests that exports explain 38% of the
increase in sales. The increase in the share of exports in total sales is explained by an increase
in the exports of firms that were already exporting (e.g., intensive margin).24 Figure 4f plots
the estimates for the log of exports and, thus, excludes observations with zero exports. These
estimates imply that exports were 7.4% higher for the average exposed exporter in the skilled
service sector, due to the H-1B restrictions.

Effect on domestic firms Prior research found that American multinational corporations
that have locations in both the U.S. and Canada increased employment in Canadian affiliates
due to H-1B restrictions (Glennon, 2023). To understand whether our findings are attributed to
the presence of MNCs or are a feature of domestic firms’ responses, we estimated equation (3)
for the main outcome variables excluding MNCs and obtain estimates that are similar to our
baseline estimates. These results imply that the effects of U.S. immigration restrictions extend
beyond their direct impact on the affected (American) firms, as previously documented. This
novel fact suggests that MNC linkages might not be needed for the U.S. restrictions to affect
third countries.

3.3.3 Robustness exercises

In Appendix section E, we address potential identification concerns and explain in detail the
corresponding robustness exercises. First, we present estimates of the effects of the H-1B policy
change that only use the within-industry variation (e.g., we include industry-year fixed effects in
our baseline specification). Second, we test the potential impacts of the non-random assignment
of Intensityi on our identification assumption. Third, we show the robustness of our estimates
to foreign shocks by re-estimating equation 3, excluding importers and exporters. Finally, we
show that our estimates are also robust to including additional control variables to account for
changes in Canadian immigration policy leading up to the U.S. policy change.

4 Theory: Immigration policy and international trade
We documented that U.S. immigration restrictions affected immigration to Canada and produc-
tion and domestic workers’ labor market outcomes in Canada. Our next goal is to understand
the welfare effects on Canadian workers associated with our empirical findings and the role of
international trade in the welfare effects of U.S. immigration policy on American workers. These
goals ask for a quantitative general equilibrium model of international trade, international mi-
gration, and migration policy that rationalizes our empirical facts and can be quantified using

24To obtain more-precise estimates of the response of the log of exports, we restricted the observation to those
with export values above $8,000, which is given by the first percentile of the sales distribution.
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Figure 4: Effect of H-1B restrictions on Canadian firms

(a) Hiring relative to employment in 2016 (b) Canadian employment (in log)

(c) Earning of native workers (in log) (d) Sales (in log)

(e) Exports relative to total sales (f) Exports (in log)
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients, βτ , of equation (3) multiplied by the average
value of the Intensityi in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of interpretation. The outcome variables
considered are net hiring of immigrants and net hiring of Canadians with respect to the employment level
in the baseline year, 2016 (panel a), the log number of Canadian workers (panel b), the log earnings per
native worker and the log median earnings of native workers (panel c), the log sales (panel d), the log export
sales relative to total sales (panel e), and the log export sales (panel f). The event is defined as the spike
in the H-1B denial rate in 2017. The vertical lines reflect 95% confidence intervals. The plotted coefficients
correspond to those reported in Appendix Table E.6.
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our data. This section sets up the model and analytically studies how changes in the probability
of granting U.S. visas spill over to other countries and affect the welfare of American workers.
To that end, we introduce new modeling assumptions so that immigration policy is given by
an exogenous probability of granting visas and workers make their migration decisions with
uncertainty about whether they will obtain a visa.

4.1 Building blocks of the model based on empirical facts

Fundamentally, we aim to shed light on whether U.S. skilled immigration restrictions may affect
the comparative advantages of the U.S., Canada, and other countries receiving the immigrants
affected by the restrictions. To that end, we set up a standard multi-country, multi-sector model
where international trade is driven by countries’ comparative advantages in producing different
goods.

We use the evidence of the effects of the inflow of immigrants on production and native-born
workers’ outcomes to guide the relevant modeling assumptions. The decrease in earnings per
worker suggests that the increase in the scale of production of firms may be mainly driven by
a drop in labor costs or wages. Additionally, the fact that sales per worker and earnings per
native worker did not increase suggests that economies of scale may not be the primary driver
of the increase in production. Therefore, we assume that production features constant returns
to scale and requires both immigrants and native workers.

The fact that the hiring of native-born workers increased and earnings per native worker de-
creased is consistent with a classic model with competitive labor markets where immigrants and
Canadians working in different occupations are imperfect substitutes. In this framework, an in-
flow of immigrants in a given occupation affects the labor market outcomes of Canadian workers
in two ways. First, an inflow of immigrants can make hiring foreign labor cheaper compared to
hiring Canadian workers, inducing firms to substitute Canadians with immigrants. Second, it
can drive down overall labor costs, inducing firms to expand their production scales. For Cana-
dian workers for which the scale effects surpass the substitution effects, we would expect firms
to increase the demand for and hiring of these workers. Additionally, we would expect that the
wage effects of an inflow of immigrants are less beneficial (or more detrimental) for Canadian
workers who are closer substitutes for these immigrants.

4.2 Setup

Environment The model is static. The world comprises multiple countries c ∈ C and sec-
tors k ∈ K. Countries can be divided into two groups: immigration-origin countries Co and
immigration-destination countries Cd. There are multiple worker groups. As in the empirical
analysis, each worker group is characterized by a combination of the country of origin c ∈ C and
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the occupation o ∈ O. Goods and labor markets are perfectly competitive.

International migration Workers can only move from immigration-origin countries to immigration-
destination countries. Workers who move from c to d lose a fraction (1 − ζcod) of their income
at the destination. The immigration policy in destination country d is given by an exogenous
probability of approving a visa application pcod ∈ [0, 1].

Workers There is an exogenous mass of workers of group co, Lco, in each immigration-origin
country c ∈ Co. Only an exogenous fraction ψemmco of these workers can make the migration
decision. Additionally, there is an exogenous mass of immigrants from country c ∈ Co with
occupation o ∈ O, L̄cod, already residing in destination country d ∈ Cd.

Workers’ heterogeneity We assume that workers are heterogeneous due to differences in
productivity across sectors. Each worker ι from group co draws a random number of efficient
units in sector k in country d, acodk(ι), from distribution F a

codk. Given that this distribution is
worker group-destination country sector specific, workers within each group co in country d are
ex-ante identical but they are heterogeneous after acodk(ι) is realized. Workers are also hetero-
geneous due to their preferences for applying for visas from different countries and staying at
their home countries. We assume that worker ι draws preference shocks νcod(ι) from distribution
F ν
cod.

Timing assumptions All workers choose their sector of employment and only the fraction
ψemmco of Lco with c ∈ Co choose whether and to which destination country to migrate. We
impose the following timing assumptions for tractability. Worker ι draws νcod(ι) and then makes
the migration decision. After this decision is made, they draw acodk(ι) and then choose their
sector of employment. This assumption allows us to solve the worker problem through backward
induction. We first solve the choice of the sector given the country of residence and we then
solve the migration decision.

Workers’ choice of sector Consider workers living in country d: What sector do they choose
to work in? Each worker in country d draws acodk(ι) from a Frechet distribution with dispersion
parameter κ and scale parameter acodk, which can be interpreted as the comparative advantage
of workers co in sector k in country d.25 Workers choose the sector that yields the highest utility
ucodk(ι), which is given by the real income net of the migration costs:

ucodk(ι) =
ζcod acodk(ι) w

f
odk

Pd
ucock =

acock(ι) w
n
ock

Pc
(6)

25Allowing productivity units to vary across sectors and destination countries implies that workers may choose
different sectors, depending on the country in which they live. This is consistent with the evidence provided by
Khanna and Morales (2021) about skilled immigrants from India.
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where Pc is the price index in country c, and wfodk and wnodk are the effective wage per efficient
unit of foreign and native-born labor in country d working in occupation o and sector k.

Workers’ migration decision Workers must apply for a visa if they want to migrate to
country d. We assume that workers can only apply for one visa.26 If their visa applications
denied, the workers have to stay in their home countries. To make the choice decision under
uncertainty tractable in general equilibrium, we bring the expected utility theory into an oth-
erwise standard migration model. We model individuals as risk-averse agents by assuming that
the payoff in each contingent state is given by the log of the utility in that state, ucod.

When applying for a visa, workers choose the country with the highest utility Ucod(ι):

Ucod(ι) = pcod log(ucod) + (1− pcod) log(ucoc) + vcod(ι)

where ucod is the real wage ι expects to earn in country d, taking into account their optimal
choice of k; for example, ucod ≡ Ea

(
maxk ucodk(ι)

)
. For tractability, we assume that vcod(ι)

is an identically type-I generalized extreme value distributed. We allow for correlation (in a
restricted fashion) across destination choices d, as in Allen et al. (2019), to capture the idea that
a foreign country and a home country may not be as close substitutes as two foreign countries.
These distributional assumptions lead us to a tree extreme value model of choice (McFadden,
1978; Cardell, 1991; Berry, 1994), where the “tree” has an upper nest between the home and
the foreign countries, with an elasticity of substitution νh, and an inner nest between the foreign
countries, with an elasticity of substitution νd.

Consumption Consumers have two-tier CES preferences over goods. The upper nest is a
composite bundle of goods from different sectors, with an elasticity of substitution α. Each
good is a composite of a continuum of varieties ω with an elasticity of substitution σ.

Production The technology to produce goods follows Burstein et al. (2020). Each variety in
sector k and country d is produced by combining labor services from different occupations,

ldk(ω) = zdk(ω)

(∑
o

ψdko ldko(ω)
η−1
η

) η
η−1

(7)

where ldk(ω) is the production of variety ω, zdk(ω) is the productivity level of the technology used
to produce variety ω, ψdko represents the efficiency units of occupation o, ldko(ω) are the units
of labor services of occupation o used to produce ω, and η > 0 is the elasticity of substitution

26This assumption allows us to derive an equation to estimate νd, which we can take directly to the data (see
Section 5.1). If the correctly specified model is one in which multiple applications are possible, our estimate
would be biased towards zero.
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between the occupations. We assume that zdk(ω) is a random variable distributed Frechet with
shape parameter θ > σ − 1 and scale parameter Tdk as in Eaton and Kortum (2002).27

The occupation’s services are produced by combining the effective units of native-born labor
(lndko) and foreign labor (lfdko) with an elasticity of substitution ϵ. This modeling assumption
follows a long tradition in the immigration literature, which understands immigrants and native-
born workers as having comparative advantages in different tasks (Ottaviano et al., 2013; Peri
and Sparber, 2011, 2009). Specifically, the production function takes the following form:

ldko(ω) =
(
βdko l

n
dko(ω)

ϵ−1
ϵ + (1− βdko) l

f
dko(ω)

ϵ−1
ϵ

) ϵ
ϵ−1 (8)

where βdko is a sector-occupation-specific parameter that captures the productivity of native-
born labor relative to immigrant labor.

Trade costs Variety ω can be traded internationally. Delivering a unit of variety ω in sector
k from country d to country c requires producing τcdk ≥ 1 of the good. We assume that trading
domestically is costless τddk = 1.

4.3 Labor supply based on workers’ migration and sector choices

Sector choice Given the assumed Frechet distribution of acodk(ι), the fraction of workers
co in country d choosing sector k is πcock for native-born workers and πcodk with d ̸= c for
immigrants:

πcodk =


(
acodk w

f
odk

Φcod

)κ
with (Φcod)

κ ≡
∑

k a
κ
codk (w

f
dko)

κ if d ̸= c(
acock w

n
ock

Φcoc

)κ
with (Φcoc)

κ ≡
∑

k a
κ
cock (w

n
cko)

κ if d = c
(9)

and the expected real wage net of the migration costs in destination d and at home are ucod =
Γκ

ζcod Φcod

Pd
and ucoc = Γκ

Φcoc

Pc
, where Γκ is the gamma function evaluated at κ−1

κ
.

Migration choice Given the assumed extreme value distribution of νcod(ι), the probability
that worker ι chooses to stay in their home country is πcoc and, conditioned on choosing to
emigrate, the probability that they choose destination country d is πcod:

πcod =
(upcodcod u1−pcodcoc )νd∑

d′∈Cd

(u
pcod′
cod′ u

1−pcod′
coc )νd︸ ︷︷ ︸

(ucoe
Γνd

)νd

πcoc =
uνhcoc

uνhcoe + uνhcoc
(10)

27The model is flexible to accommodating agglomeration effects. For example, the total factor productivity
could be given by the interaction of an exogenous component specific to the variety zdk(ω) and an endogenous
sector-level component given by the number of efficient units of skilled labor (Bound et al., 2017).
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where ucoe ≡ Γνd

(∑
d∈Cd (upcodcod u1−pcodcoc )νd

) 1
νd is the expected utility of emigrating. Due to the

law of large numbers, πcod and πcoc are also the fractions of workers co choosing either destination
country d or the home country, respectively. Equation (10) shows how changes in the approval
rate in destination country d′ affect migration patterns to other countries, πcod and πcoc, by
directly affecting the expected value of emigrating ucoe.

Immigrant labor supply The stock of workers of type co that supply labor in destination
country d, Lcod, is the sum of the number of workers who were already in the country, L̄cod,
and those from the origin countries who emigrated to d. The actual number of workers who
emigrated to d is the fraction of the workers whose visas were approved from among those who
had applied:

Lcod = pcod × πcod × (1− πcoc) × ψemigco × Lco︸ ︷︷ ︸
Flow of new immigrants

+ L̄cod︸︷︷︸
Immigrants already in d

(11)

Given the assumed Frechet distribution of acodk(ι), the average productivity of workers co in d

choosing k is as in Galle et al. (2023)∫
Ωcodk

acodk(ι) dFcodk(a) = Γκ
Φcod

wfodk
πcodk (12)

where Ωcodk is the set of workers co in country d choosing sector k. Therefore, the supply of
efficient units of immigrant labor in occupation o in country d to sector k is

LSfdko =
∑
c∈Co

Γκ
Φcod

wfodk
πcodk Lcod (13)

Native-born labor supply The stock of workers who supply labor at home (immigration-
origin countries) is given by the number of workers who cannot make migration decisions, plus
those who choose to stay at home, plus those who choose to emigrate but are denied a visa:

Lcoc =
(
πcoc +

∑
d∈Cd

(1− pcod)× πcod × (1− πcoc)
)

× ψemigco × Lco + (1− ψemigco ) × Lco. (14)

For immigration-destination countries c ∈ Cd, Lcoc = Lco. The supply of efficient units of labor
in occupation o in sector k is

LSncko = Γκ
Φcoc

wnock
πcock Lcoc (15)
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4.4 Labor demand based on firms’ hiring decisions

The demand for efficient units of native-born and foreign labor is expressed in the wage expenses
the sector pays for each type of labor, deflated by their wages. Given that firms earn zero profits
in equilibrium, the wage bill and the sales (Ydk) are equal and the demand for labor becomes

LDx
dko =

sxdko sdko Ydk
wxdko

x = {n, f} (16)

where sdko is the share of occupation o in the wage bill of sector k in country d and sxdko is the
share of labor x in that occupation. Given the nested CES production function, these shares are
given by

sndko =
βϵdkow

n 1−ϵ
dko

w1−ϵ
dko

w1−ϵ
dko = βϵdkow

n 1−ϵ
dko + (1− βdko)

ϵwf 1−ϵ
dko

sdko =
ψηdkow

1−η
dko

c1−ηdk

c1−ηdk =
∑
o

ψηdkow
1−η
dko

(17)

where wdko represents the CES wage index of occupation o and cdk is the unit cost of produc-
tion.

The total sales of sector k in country d, Ydk, are given by the sum of the sales to each country
c. Each country’s expenditures on goods produced by sector k in country c are defined by three
terms: the country’s total expenditures Xc, the share of the expenditures that are allocated to
goods from different sectors αck, and the share of the expenditures in k for goods bought from
producers in different countries λdck:

Ydk =
∑
c

Tdk (τdck cdk)
−θ∑

d′ Td′k (τd′ck cd′k)
−θ︸ ︷︷ ︸

λdck

P 1−α
ck∑

k′ P
1−α
ck′︸ ︷︷ ︸

αck

Xc (18)

where Pck ≡ Γ
(
1 − σ−1

θ

)−1 (∑
d Tdk(τdck wdk)

−θ)− 1
θ is the price index in sector k in country

c. We assume that trade is balanced, implying that total spending equals total labor income,
Yc ≡

∑
k Ykc:28

Xc = Yc +Dc with Dc = 0 (19)

4.5 Equilibrium

Let Ω ≡ {ζcod, acodk, ψdko, βdko, L̄coc, L̄cod, Dc, Tdk, τdck} be the set of fundamentals, Υ ≡ {νd, νh, α, σ, ϵ, η, θ, κ}
be the set of parameters, and P = {pcod} be the visa approval rates. Given (Ω,Υ,P), an equi-
librium is a collection of the following:

28The quantitative results of our model are similar when we allow for trade imbalances as in Dekle et al. (2007).
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1. workers’ migration decisions and sector allocations {πcod, πcodk};

2. firms’ hiring decisions {sfdko, sndko};

3. aggregate quantities and prices {Yc, Ydk, LSndko, LS
f
dko, LD

n
dko, LD

f
dko, Pc, w

f
dko, w

n
dko};

such that

1. workers’ migration decisions and sector allocations satisfy equations (9) and (10);

2. firms’ hiring decisions satisfy equation (17); and

3. the markets for labor and goods all clear:

LDx
dko =LS

x
dko ∀x ∈ {n, f} (20)

Xc =Yc +Dc with Dc = 0 (21)

4.6 Effects of U.S. immigration restrictions: comparative statics

In this section, we study analytically the effects of a drop in U.S. visa approval rates on other
economies and the welfare of American workers. For notational convenience, we let dx ≡ x′ − x

and x̃ ≡ log(x), where x and x′ denote the equilibrium level of endogenous variable x before and
after the change in the immigration policy.

4.6.1 Effects on third countries

We derive the analytic results for the effects of infinitesimal changes in the U.S. visa approval
rate pco,usa on other economies absorbing the immigrants affected by the restrictions. We focus
on tracing out the direct effects of pco,usa on the outcomes of the receiving economy to explain
the underlying mechanisms and roles of the parameters.

Change in applications A reduction in the probability of obtaining a U.S. visa pco,usa reduces
the average value of emigrating ũcoe, depending on the conditional probability of choosing to
emigrate to the U.S., πco,usa, which acts as the weight of the average value of emigrating, and
on the value of securing a U.S. visa (ũco,usa − ũcoc):

dũcoe = πco,usa (ũco,usa − ũcoc) dpco,usa (22)

where we assume that the average real wage in the U.S. net of the migration costs is larger than
that at home, ũco,usa > ũcoc, which is consistent with our data. The reduction in ũcoe directly
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affects the migration flows to other countries, according to equation (23):

dπ̃cod = −νd dũcoe + ϵcod , dπ̃coe = νh πcoc dũcoe + ϵcoe (23)

where ϵcod and ϵcoe group the effects of changes in the equilibrium wages around the world due
to the U.S. policy (see Appendix C.2.1 for details of the derivation). The equation on the left
shows that when the average value of emigrating declines due to the U.S. restrictions, the relative
attractiveness of emigrating to country d increases, leading to a larger proportion of workers who
desire to emigrate choosing country d (dπ̃cod > 0). This effect is stronger when country d and
the U.S. are close substitutes for emigration (higher νd). The equation on the right shows that
a drop in the expected benefits from emigrating, all else equal, increases the relative value of
staying home and decreases the proportion of workers seeking to emigrate (dπ̃coe < 0). This
effect is stronger when home and abroad are closer substitutes (higher νh) and when home tends
to be a relatively good option (e.g., higher initial probability of choosing home πcoc).

Therefore, the direction and size of the effect of U.S. immigration restrictions on immigrating
to country d depend on the strength of these forces, as illustrated by equation (24)

dÃppcod = dπ̃cod + dπ̃coe = (νh πcoc − νd) πco,usa (ũco,usa − ũcoc) dpco,usa + ηcod (24)

where ηcod ≡ ϵcod + ϵcoe.

Increase in immigrant labor force An inflow of workers shifts the immigrant supply of
labor co in country d according to dL̃cod = (1−ψimmcod ) dÃppcod, where (1−ψimmcod ) is the fraction
of workers of nationality c in occupation o working in destination country d accounted for by
the flow of new immigrants.

Drop in production costs Immigrant workers co in country d will sort themselves across
various sectors based on their sectorial shares πcodk. This leads to a sector-specific expansion in
the overall foreign labor supply of services from occupation o: dl̃fdko =

∑
o,c≠d

sfocdk dL̃ocd, where

sfocdk is the share of nationals from country c in the immigrant wage bill of occupation o in
sector k in country d. This immigrant labor supply shock reduces their wages w̃fdko. The relative
increase in the supply of immigrant labor also affects the wages of their native-born counterparts,
depending on how substitutable immigrants and native-born workers are:

dw̃ndko = dw̃fdko +
1

ϵ
(dl̃fdko − dl̃ndko) (25)

In the limiting case of perfect substitution, ϵ → ∞, the drop in native-born workers’ wages
is as strong as that of immigrant wages. This decline in immigrant and native-born workers’
wages reduces the cost of services from occupation o, wdko, which drives down the wages of
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other occupations o′ ̸= o, wdko′ , depending on the elasticity of substitution between occupations
η.

Finally, the drop in the wages of the various types of workers affects unit costs, depending on
the share of each labor input in the total cost of the sector:

dc̃dk =
∑
o

sdko

(
sndko dw̃

n
dko + sfdko dw̃

f
dko

)
(26)

This equation shows that sectors with a cost structure that is skewed towards workers with
bigger wage reductions will experience greater unit cost reductions. Moreover, we can rewrite
the change in the unit cost as follows:

dc̃dk ∝
∑
o,c

socdk dL̃ocd︸ ︷︷ ︸
Shift-share exposurek

+ ukd (27)

where socdk is the share of labor input co (including c = d) in the wage bill of sector k in country
d, and ukd is a structural error given by the weighted average of deviations of the elasticity
dw̃x

dko

dl̃xdko
relative to the average elasticity. This shift-share exposure measure, which resembles the

empirical exposure measure (4), shows that sectors whose workforce compositions tilted towards
the nationalities and occupations affected by the policy experienced a larger drop in production
costs.

Increase in production and exports The reduction in production costs decreases consump-
tion prices and consumers adjust their spending patterns by favoring relatively cheaper varieties.
The resulting change in sales is given by

dỸdk =
∑
c

ωYdck

(
−θ(dc̃dk −

∑
j

λjck dc̃jk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dλ̃dck

+ −(α− 1)(dP̃ck − dP̃c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dα̃ck

+ dX̃c

)
(28)

where ωYdck is the share of country c in the total sales of sector k in country d. dλ̃dck measures
the reallocation of expenditures (and sales) across varieties within the same sector and depends
on how substitutable the varieties produced by sellers from different countries are (i.e., the trade
elasticity θ). dα̃ck measures the reallocation of expenditures across sectors and depends on the
elasticity of substitution of goods from different sectors, α. dX̃c captures the change in the
overall market size of country c.

In summary, our model predicts that a reduction in the probability of granting U.S. visas can
increase immigration to a third country if immigrants consider it a close substitute to the U.S.
This inflow of immigrants reduces the unit cost of production, resulting in an increase in sales
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and exports. These mechanisms are consistent with the evidence presented in sections 3.2 and
3.3.

4.6.2 Effects of U.S. immigration restrictions on American workers’ welfare

We now study the channels through which the U.S. restrictions affect the welfare of American
workers, highlighting the effects of increasing migration to other countries. We derive an ex-
pression for the effects of infinitesimal changes in the immigrant labor supply lfdko in a simplified
version of our model where we assume that the labor supply is exogenous, the domestic labor
supply lndko is fixed, the preferences are Cobb Douglas with shares αdk, and the occupation nest
in equation (7) is a Cobb Douglas (η = 1) with shares sdko.

The change in the welfare of a native-born worker in the U.S. working in occupation o in sector
k, denoted by W n

usa,ko, coincides with the change in the real wage because trade is balanced. The
worker’s wage is the marginal revenue product of their labor because labor markets are perfectly
competitive. Therefore, the wages of American workers associated with the production function
(7)-(8) are

wnusa,ko = p(ω)usa,k z(ω)
( lusa,ko
lusa,k

)−1 ( lnusa,ko
lusa,ko

)− 1
ϵ (29)

We can replace p(ω)usa,k z(ω) with Yusa,k
lusa,k

because goods markets are perfectly competitive and
total costs equal total sales; that is, p(ω)usa,k = cusa,k

z(ω)
and cusa,k lusa,k = Yusa,k. We then obtain

the following expression for the welfare of American workers:

W n
usa,ko =

wnusa,ko
Pusa

=
Yusa,k l

1
ϵ
−1

usa,ko (lnusa,ko)
− 1

ϵ

Pusa
(30)

where Yusa,k =
∑

j λusa,jk αjk Xj, where country j includes the U.S.

Proposition:

Suppose that the U.S. imposes restrictions that lead to infinitesimal changes in the immigrant
labor supply in the U.S. l̃fusa,ko < 0 and in a third country c l̃fcko > 0. The log change in the
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welfare of an American worker in occupation o in sector k is

dW̃ n
usa,ko =

Substitution effectusa,ko︷ ︸︸ ︷
−
(
1− 1

ϵ

)
sfusa,ko dl̃

f
usa,ko

Domestic general equilibrium effects - increasing costs in the U.S.︷ ︸︸ ︷
Price effectusa < 0︷ ︸︸ ︷

−
∑
k

αusa,k λusa,usa,k dc̃usa,k

Competition effectusa,k < 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
− θ

∑
j

ωYusa,jk (1− λusa,jk) dc̃usa,k

−
∑
k

αusa,k λc,usa,k c̃ck︸ ︷︷ ︸
Price effectusa > 0

+ θ
∑
j

ωYusa,jk λcjk c̃ck︸ ︷︷ ︸
Competition effectusa,k < 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

International general equilibrium effects - decreasing costs elsewhere

+ ϵusa,k

(31)

where ϵusa,k =
∑

j ωYusa,jk dX̃j is the change in the market size faced by U.S. sectors, and
dc̃dk =

∑
o sdko εdko dl̃

f
dko where εdko ≡ εfdko +

sndko
ϵ

, and εfdko is the elasticity of the immigrant
wage wfdko with respect to the supply of immigrants lfdko, εdko ≡ dw̃dko

dl̃fdko
.

Proof: See Appendix C.2.2.

The “substitution effect” shows the change in the wages of an American worker due to the
changes in the supply of immigrant labor in their occupation and sector of employment, while
holding the production scale constant. For a given reduction of the immigrant labor force,
dl̃fusa,ko < 0, there will be a stronger increase (or weaker decrease) in the American worker’s
wage when the elasticity of substitution between American workers and immigrants is higher or
when immigrants account for a larger share of the labor force sfusa,ko.

The “domestic general equilibrium effects” arise when the lower availability of immigrant labor
in the U.S. increases the production costs of U.S. sectors (dc̃usa,k > 0). Increasing U.S. costs
increase the price index of the American consumption bundle according to the share of the good
in total expenditures αusa,kλusa,usa,k, which reduces the purchasing power of American wages
(Price Effectusa < 0). Also, higher U.S. costs reduce the demand for U.S. goods and the sales
of U.S. sector k. As a result, there is a corresponding decrease in the demand for all labor
inputs in sector k and a downward pressure on equilibrium wages (competition effectusa,k <
0). Therefore, this standard general equilibrium effect unambiguously reduces the welfare of
American workers.

The “international general equilibrium effects” arise when increasing migration to other coun-
tries that engage in international trade affects these countries’ production costs. On one hand,
decreasing costs in country c reduce the price index of the American consumption bundle ac-
cording to their share in expenditures αusa,kλc,usa,k, which increases the purchasing power of
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American wages (Price Effectusa > 0).

On the other hand, a reduction in the production cost of country c diminishes the international
demand for American goods and their prices, in turn reducing the value of the marginal product
of American workers and American wages. This competition effect is stronger when the overlap
between the markets served by country c and by the U.S. is larger. For example, immigrants
migrating to Canada can have a greater adverse impact on American wages than those migrating
to countries like the Philippines, which does not typically compete with the U.S. in international
markets. This market overlap is captured by

∑
j ω

Y
usa,jkλcjk in equation (31), where λcjk gauges

the size of the expansion of producers from country c in market j due to the drop in costs
dc̃ck < 0 and ωYusa,jk is the share of country j in total U.S. sales.

In summary, migration to other countries affects American workers’ welfare through international
trade by affecting the export prices of goods produced in U.S. sectors and the import prices of
consumption goods. The overall effects can be either positive or negative depending on whether
the positive price effect or the negative competition effect dominates.

In the next section, we explain how we calibrate the model, focusing on the parameters driving
the welfare effects of U.S. immigration restrictions.

5 Calibration based on our data and regression estimates
We quantify the effects of U.S. immigration restrictions by solving the model in proportional
changes following the “hat algebra” approach pioneered by Dekle et al. (2008). This procedure
requires data on initial visa approval probabilities, earnings per worker in the U.S. relative to
home, migration-related shares, non-migration shares, and structural parameters, denoted by
P,Uu,S

M ,SNM and Υ, respectively. This section discusses the calibrations of the elasticities,
Υ, summarized in Table 1. Appendix D describes the calibration of P,Uu,S

M , and SNM and
the “hat algebra” approach.

Given the data requirements on Uu,S
M , and SNM , we group countries into four categories: the

U.S., Canada, India, and a constructed rest of the world (RoW); occupations are in six groups:
business professionals, computer scientists, engineers, managers, other H-1B occupations, and
non-H-1B occupations; and sectors are divided into eight groups: agriculture and mining (Ag
& Min), finance (FIN), information and cultural sector (IC), business and professional services
(BPS), high-tech manufacturing sectors, low-tech manufacturing sectors, a wholesale and retail
trade sector (WRT), and a constructed sector that includes the remaining sectors. Following
Galle et al. (2023), we exclude from the analysis the non-profit and public administration sec-
tors.
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We inform the value of the structural parameters by extracting as much information as possible
from our reduced-form regressions. As a result, we calibrate trade elasticity θ, the elasticity
of supply to sectors κ, and the elasticity of substitution of broad sectors η to estimates from
the literature; we estimate the elasticity of substitution between emigrating to the U.S. and
Canada νd directly from a coefficient of a reduced-form regression derived from the model;
and we calibrate the elasticity of substitution between emigrating and staying at home νh, the
elasticity of substitution across sectors α, and the elasticity of substitution between immigrants
and natives ϵ, indirectly based on our event-study estimates. We proceed in two steps. We
first calibrate ΥE ≡ (θ, κ, η, νd) outside the model and, given (P,ΥE,SM ,SNM ,Uu), we then
calibrate ΥI ≡ (νh, α, ϵ) inside the model to match the impact of the spike in H-1B denial rates
on Canada.

Υ ≡ { θ, κ, η︸ ︷︷ ︸
Calibrated from literature

, νd︸︷︷︸
IV approach︸ ︷︷ ︸

Calibrated externally, ΥE

, νh, α, ϵ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Calibrated internally, ΥI

}

Table 1: Calibration
Structural Parameters Υ Value
θ Trade elasticity Romalis (2007) 6.7
η Elast. of subst. between occupations Goos et al. (2014) 0.9
κ Elast. of supply to sectors Galle et al. (2023) 2.8
νd Elast. of subst. of emigrating to the U.S. vs Canada IV estimation of regression (D.35) 3.6

νh Elast. of subst. of emigrating vs staying at home Indirect inference: target γ̂ in equation (34) 2.3
ϵ Elast. of subst. foreign- and native-born workers Indirect inference: target γ̂ in equation (35) for outcome log(Earning per nativek) 4.3
α Elast. of subst. across sectors Indirect inference: target γ̂ in equation (35) 1.2

Note. The table summarizes the calibrated values used for the quantitative analysis. All of the parameters
in ΥI are calibrated jointly.

5.1 Instrumental variable approach: νd
The novel part of our model is the migration decision. Standard quantitative models of immi-
gration often assume that migrants face migration costs that are proportional to the real wage
at their destination. Relative to these models, our model delivers a new prediction, given by
equation 32, that becomes the starting point of our approach to estimating νd. In our model,
immigrant groups are differently affected by a common U.S. policy change, depending on the
value of obtaining a U.S. visa, which is immigrant-group specific. According to the country
choice decision 4.2, the log of the number of workers in occupation o from country c choosing
Canada relative to the U.S. is given by

Ãppco,can,t − Ãppco,usa,t = νd

(
pco,can,t

(
ũco,can,t − ũcoct

)
− pco,usa,t

(
ũco,usa,t − ũcoct

))
(32)

where the relative difference between the number of applications to Canada and those to the
U.S. is determined by the relative payoff difference of residing in one country versus the other.
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Since ũcodt = w̃codt− P̃dt, we can estimate the parameter νd through the following equation:

Ãppco,can,t − Ãppco,usa,t = νd pco,usa,t w̃co,usa,t + ηcot (33)

where ηcot is a structural error that includes the effect of Canadian immigration policy (pco,can,t),
wages and prices in Canada, and the cost to migrate to Canada (through ũco,can,t), wages and
prices at home (through the average wage ũcoct), prices in the U.S. (Pusa,t), and the costs of
migrating to the U.S. ζ̃co,usa.

As pco,usa,t w̃co,usa,t correlates with this structural term, we include immigrant-group fixed effects
dco, occupation-year fixed effects dco, and nationality-year fixed effects dco, and follow an IV
approach. The instrument is Intensityco 1(t ≥ 2017), where Intensityco is given by the interac-
tion of the denial rates of continuing H-1B visas dro and the fraction πco,usa (see Section 3.2.1),
and the IV estimate is 3.6 (s.e: 1.3). Appendix Table E.9 includes the estimation details and
robustness exercises. In the Appendix D.2 we explain in detail the IV approach, including how
the model suggests that the relevant condition for the instrument is met.

5.2 Estimates calibrated from the literature: θ, κ and η

Equation 28 shows that θ regulates the extent to which relative sales of American and Canadian
producers within a sector respond to changes in the relative cost of production. Given that we
do not have the required data to properly estimate this elasticity, we set the trade elasticity at
6.70, based on Romalis (2007), which is a good fit for our specific context. This elasticity of
substitution is estimated based on U.S. and E.U. imports from Canada and it exploits plausible
exogenous variation in the change in the tariff preference that the U.S. gives to goods of Canadian
origin. Our calibrated value lies between estimates from Lai and Trefler (2002) and Clausing
(2001). The elasticity of substitution across occupations η regulates the response of occupational
wages. Since we do not observe occupation information, we calibrate it from Goos et al. (2014).
Similar to our setting, Goos et al. (2014) estimate the elasticity of substitution across broad
occupations within sectors to be 0.9. Finally, we model the supply of labor to sectors within a
country as in Galle et al. (2023), which offers estimates of the dispersion parameter of the Frechet
distribution κ for workers in the U.S. Our model assumes that κ is the same for all worker groups,
including those workers in the U.S., and the granularity of the sectorial classification is similar
to theirs. Therefore, we set κ = 2.79, based on their estimates.

5.3 Indirect inference approach: νh, α, and ϵ

To complete the calibration of the model, we must calibrate νh, α, and ϵ. We jointly choose
these values to match the cross-sectional responses to the H-1B policy change implied by our
estimates from sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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The parameter νh regulates the change in the relative number of immigrants choosing to stay
at home relative to emigrating πcoc

1−πcoc due to changes in pco,usa. Given that we do not observe
πcoc directly from the data, we cannot use the relationship between πcoc

1−πcoc and pco,usa to estimate
a reduced-form coefficient and directly recover the value of νh. However, equation (24) shows
that the relationship between the response of the log of Canadian applications and πco,usadpo,usa
across immigrant groups contains information about the underlying value of νh.29 Therefore, we
estimate this empirical regression and use an indirect inference approach to infer the value of
νh. We proceed as follows. We first fix (P,ΥE,S,Uu) and input the observed dpo,usa from the
data into our model for a given set of parameters ΥI . We then solve the model and extract the
value of the change in the number of Canadian applications by immigrant group. Finally, we
estimate the following regression using both real and model-generated data:

dÃppco,can = γνh πco,usa dpo,usa + ϵco (34)

To obtain the outcome variable from the real data that is comparable with that from the model,
we must isolate the effects of the U.S. policy change from other factors that are absent in our
model. We do so by computing the predicted change in Canadian applications, due to the H-1B
policy change, according to our estimated equation (1). Given that the categories of immigrant
groups in this empirical regression are more granular than those in the model, we aggregate
the predicted effects to the level of granularity that is consistent with the model (see Appendix
section D.3 for a detailed explanation).

Parameter α regulates the change in sales across sectors due to changes in their relative prices
or unit costs. The challenge is that while we have data on sales, we do not observe prices or
unit costs. However, as explained in subsection 4.6.1, the drop in unit costs is stronger for
sectors with a higher (shift-share) exposure to the inflow of immigrants induced by the policy
change. We thus expect the strength of the empirical relationship between the change in sales
across sectors with different shift-share exposure to contain information about α. We use this
empirical relationship, which is given by equation (35), to discipline the value of α:

dS̃alesk = γα
∑
co

ωwbcok (1− ψimmco ) πco,usa dpo,usa︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intensityk

+ ϵk (35)

where ωwbcok is the share of immigrant group co in the wage bill of sector k, and Intensityk proxies
the shift-share exposure measure in (27).30 Given that our causal estimates for the sales response
are at the firm level, we aggregate the firm-level responses to the sector level.

Finally, ϵ determines the extent to which an inflow of immigrants in a specific labor market (e.g.,
29πco,usa dpo,usa is the portion of the expression (24) that we can measure directly in the data.
30Note that, by construction, Intensityk in the data and model regressions are identical.
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occupation sector) reduces the earnings of native-born workers in the labor market. While we do
not have information on occupations at the firm level, we observe the overall earnings of native-
born workers by sector. Therefore we establish an empirical relationship between the earnings
per native-born worker and the immigrant supply shock faced by each sector. We then use this
empirical relationship to calibrate ϵ using a similar approach as for sales. We simply replace sales
in regression (35) with the earnings per native-born worker and use the corresponding causal
estimates from section 3.

Our calibrated values are νh = 2.28, ϵ = 4.30, α = 1.16, which fall within the range reported
in the literature. Regarding νh, our nested structure for immigrants’ country of choice follows
Allen et al. (2019), who explore how Mexican workers make migration decisions when selecting
locations within the U.S. Their estimated values, ν̂d = 4.3 (s.e.= 0.8) and (̂νh

νd
) = 0.4 (s.e =

0.17), closely align with our estimates. Regarding ϵ, our modeling assumption follows Burstein
et al. (2020), who estimate an elasticity of substitution between immigrants and natives within
occupations of 4.6.31 Finally, our calibrated value for the elasticity of substitution across our eight
sectors (α) falls within the range of previous estimates in the literature, which varies depending
on whether the categories are narrower or more general. For instance, in narrower categories
such as the 3-digit SITC sectors, Broda and Weinstein (2006) found a median estimate of 2.2. In
contrast, for broader categories such as agriculture, manufacturing, and services, estimates tend
to be around 0.5 (Cravino and Sotelo, 2019; Herrendorf et al., 2013; Comin et al., 2021).

Appendix Figure E.15 shows how the response of Canadian visa applications, sales, and earnings
per native worker guide our choice of νh, α, and ϵ. These figures plot the estimates of γνh , γα
and γϵ using model-generated data against the value of the corresponding structural parameter
while fixing all other parameters at their baseline values. As suggested by our analytical results,
the coefficients γνh , γα and γϵ are responsive to νh, α, and ϵ, respectively.

5.4 Validation of the calibrated model

We validate the model by examining the matching of moments that were not targeted in the
internal calibration procedure. The untargeted moments include the relative responses of shares
of exports in total sales across sectors and the logarithm of native-born employment. In Table 2,
we present the coefficients of regressions (34) and (35), using real and model-generated data. A
comparison between these coefficients suggests that the model matches well the cross-sectional
response of the Canadian economy along targeted and untargeted dimensions.

31The elasticity of substitution among workers within a CES aggregator has been estimated in various studies,
but differences in the nesting order and categories make comparisons challenging. That being said, Ottaviano
and Peri (2012) reports an elasticity of 3.
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Table 2: Parameter values

dÃppco,can dS̃alesk dExport sharek d ˜Earnings per nativek d ˜Native-born empl.k
Targeted? Yes Yes No Yes No
Coefficient γ̂ from data 3.0 2.0 0.7 -1.1 1.9
Coefficient γ̂ from model 2.9 2.0 0.7 -1.1 1.6

6 Quantitative effects of the 2017 US restrictions
We feed the observed increase in H-1B denial rates directly into our calibrated model and study
its quantitative effects. Consistent with our empirical setup, the change in H-1B approval rates
only varies by occupation, dpco,usa = dpo,usa. We keep unchanged the denial rate of non-H-1B
occupations and the stock of immigrant workers that are already in the U.S. and Canada, L̄co,usa
and L̄co,can. Thus, the results in this section should be interpreted as the long-term effects of
permanently decreasing the U.S. visa approval rates dpo,usa, which affects the six-year flow of
immigrants working in skilled occupations, on a permanent basis.

This change in the U.S. immigration policy alters global production and welfare in the U.S. and
Canada by essentially reducing the number of immigrants in the U.S. and increasing the number
in Canada, which we discuss in the following two sections. We then shift the focus and discuss
the extent to which international trade influences the effects of this policy change on American
workers’ welfare.

Table 3: Variations across occupations

Change in All CS Engineers Bss Prof. Managers Other H1B Non H1B
US denial rate, po,usa 18.76 6.22 13.80 11.40 6.37 0.00
Immigrant empl. Canada (%) 3.40 11.40 4.25 6.50 2.62 2.23 0.44
Immigrant empl. US (%) -1.56 -4.55 -2.23 -4.55 -2.42 -0.73 -0.02

Note. We compute the changes in the equilibrium outcomes resulting from the observed change in the
approval rate of H-1B visas, dpo,usa.

6.1 Effects on Canada

Production and exports We find that the U.S. policy shift increases immigrant labor in
Canada by 3.4%, with the largest increase being among computer scientists (see Table 3). Once
in Canada, these immigrants sort into sectors according to their sectorial shares πcodk, leading to
sector-specific expansions in the foreign labor supply. As a result, the sectors that experienced
relatively stronger growth in their immigrant labor force are those where the immigrant work-
force composition is skewed toward the occupation with a larger growth of immigrant inflow.
The first row of Table 4 shows that the immigrant labor force increases in all sectors but the in-
crease is especially strong in high-skilled service sectors (e.g., information and culture, business
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professional services, and finance and insurance). This increase in the immigrant labor force
reduces labor costs and induces an aggregate expansion of production of 0.8%. Even though
all sectors expand, they do not do so at the same rate. Notably, production in high-skilled
service sectors responds the most due to the larger increase in the supply of immigrant labor
and also these sectors’ higher reliance on immigrants. To a first-order approximation, for a given
labor supply of native-born workers the expansion of a sector is approximately the increase in
its immigrant labor supply weighted by the immigrant share in the total cost sfdk, expressed as
dỹdk = sfdk dl̃

f
dk.

Although total sales increase in all sectors, export sales increase only in high-skilled service and
manufacturing sectors (e.g., Rybczynski’s effect). This is because U.S. immigration restrictions
alter the number of workers in all countries and, as a result, production costs in U.S. sectors
increase relative to those in other economies, leading to a reallocation of production across sectors
and countries. The U.S. reallocates production away from sectors that are relatively skilled and
immigrant intensive, such as skilled service sectors and high-tech manufacturing, towards sectors
with lower dependence on skilled immigrant labor, such as agriculture, wholesale and retail
trade, and low-tech manufacturing industries. Conversely, an economy like Canada’s, which
experiences an inflow of skilled immigrants, shifts its production composition in the opposite
direction.32 The increase in Canadian exports to the U.S. contributed significantly to its export
growth: this explains 45% of Canada’s growth in exports of high-skilled services sectors and 75%
of the increase in high-tech manufacturing exports.

Table 4: Aggregate and sector-level adjustment in Canada (%)

Aggregate By sectors
IC BPS FIN High-Tech Ag & Min WRT Low-Tech Other

Immigrant labor force, lfdk 3.41 6.66 7.16 6.27 3.29 2.88 2.95 1.88 2.15
Production, ydk 0.79 2.24 2.68 2.07 1.09 0.19 0.66 0.25 0.44
Sales, Ydk 0.62 1.46 1.74 1.24 0.84 0.14 0.57 0.21 0.45
Export 0.23 3.94 5.99 5.39 0.6 -0.39 0.13 -0.35 -0.81

Note. We compute the changes in the equilibrium outcomes resulting from the observed change in the
approval rate of H-1B visas, dpo,usa, using the world sales as the numeraire. lfdk is measured in efficient
units. “IC”, “BPS”, “FIN”, “High-Tech”, “Ag & Min”, “WRT”, and “Low-Tech” refer to information and
culture, business professional services, finance and insurance, high-tech manufacturing sectors, agriculture
and mining, retail trade, and low-tech manufacturing sectors respectively.

Canadian workers’ welfare The welfare effects on Canadian workers are large and vary
substantially across occupations and sectors of employment. Two factors drive this variation:
the direct substitution effect, which is specific to each occupation and sector, and the domes-
tic and international general equilibrium effects that determine the expansion of the workers’

32For some sectors like finance, exports grew at a high rate mostly due to their small initial size. The size of
Canada’s exports was only USD8 billion in 2016, which only accounted for 1.7% of Canada’s total exports for
that year.
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corresponding sectors of employment. The substitution effect can potentially counteract the
expansion effect for workers who directly compete with incoming immigrants in the labor mar-
ket, resulting in negative welfare effects. Figure 5 shows a breakdown of the welfare effects by
occupation and sector. Positive values are depicted in red, while negative values are represented
in blue, with the intensity of the color reflecting the magnitude of the value. Sectors are ar-
ranged in descending order of the production change, from largest to smallest, and occupations
are organized from left to right, based on the average welfare change.

The differences in the welfare effects are particularly pronounced across occupations. These
differences are largely explained by the concentration of the U.S. policy change within specific
occupations. Therefore, a large component of the change in the immigrant inflow and the
resulting substitution effect is occupation specific.33

The differences in the welfare effects on Canadian workers across sectors are mainly explained by
two factors, depending on the occupation of the worker. Canadian computer scientists in sectors
that are immigrant-computer-scientist-intensive experience a stronger substitution effect. For
instance, the welfare losses of computer scientists in the the sector with the largest and lowest
sfcan,ko are 3.42% and 2.52% respectively (see Figure 6a). The cross-sector differences in the
welfare effects of Canadian workers in less-exposed occupations are largely affected by the extent
to which the sector expands due to the overall inflow of immigrants to the sector. To illustrate
this point, Figure 6b plots the change in the welfare among managers, low-skilled workers, and
workers in other H-1B occupations, against the measure the sector’s exposure to the inflow of
immigrants Intensityk, which is computed using only observable initial shares and dpo,usa. The
figure highlights that the inflow of immigrants is more beneficial for workers employed in sectors
that are more exposed to the overall inflow of immigrants because as the sector expands, the
marginal revenue product of workers increases, increasing wages in the sector.

In summary, Canadian workers in occupations experiencing a significant influx of immigrants
often experience losses due to direct labor market competition. However, workers from other
occupations and expanding sectors benefit from the higher marginal revenue productivity of
their labor.

6.2 Effects on the U.S.

Production and exports The drop in the observed visa approval rates causes a 1.6% decline
in total immigrant labor, with the largest drop among computer scientists and business profes-
sionals (see Table 3). The drop in the immigrant labor force induces a 0.25% drop in production
in aggregate production. Compared to the effects on the Canadian economy, the magnitude of

33To arrive at this conclusion, we correlate the average change in welfare by occupation with a measure of the
expected change in the immigrant labor force, which does not account for the general equilibrium effects.
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Figure 5: Change in real wage of Canadian workers (%)

Note. We compute the changes in the equilibrium outcomes resulting from the observed change in the
approval rate of H-1B visas, dpo,usa. Positive values are depicted in red, while negative values are represented
in blue, with the intensity of the color reflecting the magnitude of the value. Sectors are arranged in
descending order of production change, from largest to smallest, and occupations are organized from left
to right, based on the average welfare change. “IC”, “BPS”, “FIN”, “High-Tech”, “Ag & Min”, “WRT”,
and “Low-Tech” refer to information and culture, business and professional services, finance and insurance,
high-tech manufacturing sectors, agriculture and mining, retail trade, and low-tech manufacturing sectors
respectively. “CS” and “Bss Prof ” refer to computer scientists and business professionals.

Figure 6: Differences in welfare effects of Canadian workers across sectors

(a) Computer scientists (b) Least-exposed occupations

Note. The left panel plots the real wage change of Canadian computer scientists in the y-axis and the
immigrant share within the occupation across sectors sfodk in the x-axis. The right panel plots the real wage
change of Canadian workers in the less-exposed occupations against the first-order approximation to dL̃dk,
which is the exposure of the sector to the U.S. policy change Intensityk.

the effects on the U.S. economy are smaller. There are two reasons for this difference. First,
the change in the immigrant labor force is relatively smaller in the U.S., given the larger size of
its overall labor force compared to Canada’s. Second, Canadian sectors are significantly more
immigrant intensive than U.S. sectors. For instance, the immigrant share in the wage bill in the
U.S.’s high-skilled service sectors is approximately 15%, about half of that in Canada.

While all U.S. sectors are affected, the impact on production is most pronounced in the high-
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skilled service and high-tech manufacturing sectors. Production in these sectors decreases by
approximately 0.5%. The contraction of these sectors is, in part, because they are losing markets
to international competitors. For instance, exports of the information and culture and business
professional service sectors dropped by approximately 1.4% and high-tech manufacturing exports
fell by 0.5%.

Table 5: Aggregate and sector-level adjustment in the U.S. (%)

Aggregate By sectors
IC BPS FIN High-Tech Ag & Min WRT Low-Tech Other

Immigrant labor force, lfdk -1.56 -2.90 -2.50 -2.88 -2.15 -1.00 -1.59 -0.90 -0.78
Production, ydk -0.25 -0.62 -0.51 -0.44 -0.47 -0.10 -0.19 -0.06 -0.10
Sales, Ydk -0.34 -0.66 -0.47 -0.40 -0.54 -0.20 -0.25 -0.16 -0.25
Exports -0.07 -1.56 -1.25 -0.65 -0.50 0.42 0.39 0.60 1.15

Note. We compute the changes in the equilibrium outcomes resulting from the observed change in the
approval rate of H-1B visas, dpo,usa, using the world sales as the numeraire. lfdk is measured in efficient
units. “IC”, “BPS”, “FIN”, “High-Tech”, “Ag & Min”, “WRT”, and “Low-Tech” refer to information and
culture, business professional services, finance and insurance, high-tech manufacturing sectors, agriculture
and mining, retail trade, and low-tech manufacturing sectors respectively.

American workers’ welfare The welfare effects on American workers vary substantially
across occupations and sectors, with differences in the welfare effects being particularly pro-
nounced across occupations. The immigration restrictions increase the welfare of computer
scientists and, to a lesser extent, business professionals because the policy reduces relatively
more of the supply of immigrant services in these occupations. Even though the drop in the
immigrant labor force in these two occupations is similar, computer scientists are relatively more
protected by the policy because this occupation is particularly immigrant intensive.34 Workers
in other occupations face a more moderate impact from the drop in immigrant competition,
leading the policy to modestly increase or decrease their welfare.

The impact on American workers’ welfare is also affected by the extent of the contractions in
their employment sectors. For those occupations with the smallest drop in the immigrant labor
force, like non-H-1B and other H-1B occupations or managers, the colors in Figure 7 turn to
blue or darker blue as we move from the sectors on the bottom to those on the top. This implies
that the policy has a less-beneficial or more-detrimental effect on those working in sectors with
greater contractions. For instance, the drop in welfare of lower-skilled workers in the information
and cultural sector is twice as strong as for their counterparts in the low-tech manufacturing
sector.

Overall, the results for American workers suggest that the policy improves the welfare of certain
worker groups, presumably those it aims to protect, but it does not benefit American workers
in general. Moreover, given that lower-skilled workers and other H-1B workers account for

34Immigrants account for 28% of the wage bill for computer scientists and 12% for business professionals.
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approximately two-thirds of the native-born workforce, the restrictions improve the welfare of
a relatively small number of American workers at the expense of a larger number of American
workers.

Figure 7: Change in real wage of American workers (%)

Note. We compute the changes in the equilibrium outcomes resulting from the observed change in the
approval rate of H-1B visas, dpo,usa. Positive values are depicted in red, while negative values are represented
in blue, with the intensity of the color reflecting the magnitude of the value. Sectors are arranged in
descending order of the production change, from largest to smallest, and occupations are organized from
left to right, based on the average welfare change. IC, BPS, FIN, High-Tech, Ag & Min,WRT, and Low-
Tech refer to information and culture, business and professional services, finance and insurance, high-tech
manufacturing sectors, agriculture and mining, retail trade, and low-tech manufacturing sectors respectively.
“CS” and “Bss Prof ” refer to computer scientists and business professionals.

6.3 Efficacy of the restrictions: the role of international trade

The welfare outcomes of American workers, shown in Figure 7, are the result of a substitution
effect and general equilibrium effects, with some of the latter operating via international trade.
We are interested in quantifying the role of international trade in these welfare effects. To that
end, we quantify the effects of the same policy change dpo,usa, assuming that the U.S. is a closed
economy. We compare the change in the real wage of American workers in this counterfactual
exercise, denoted by ŵCE, with our baseline results, denoted by ŵBL. We interpret the difference
in the wage changes as the impact of the immigration policy on American workers due to
international trade. To compute ŵCE, we proceed in two steps. First, we eliminate international
trade by raising trade costs and solving for the equilibrium. This equilibrium, characterized by
the absence of international trade, serves as the starting point for our implementation of the
change in U.S. immigration policy. We then introduce the observed dpo,usa and calculate the
new equilibrium.35

Figure 8 plots the ratio ŵCE/ŵBL for American computer scientists working in different sectors.
The plot focuses on computer scientists because the restrictions may be intended to protect their

35We implement an alternative counterfactual exercise to the closed economy, which yields similar quantitative
results. In this counterfactual exercise, we implement the same dpo,usa in an open economy and we adjust
bilateral trade costs to keep bilateral trade flows unchanged.
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wages, as computer-related occupations account for approximately 65% of all H-1B visas. These
results show that international trade dampens the welfare gains of American computer scientists,
particularly in high-skilled service sectors and high-tech manufacturing. For example, in a closed
economy, the welfare gains of computer scientists in the business and professional services sector
are approximately 25% higher than in a world economy with current levels of international trade.
There are two factors at play in a global economy that are absent in a closed economy. First, the
U.S. restrictions reduce the number of immigrants coming into the U.S. and increase this factor
elsewhere, leading to a relative increase in U.S. production costs. As a result, the economies
that absorb these immigrants expand in sectors that compete with U.S. sectors in international
markets. This competition in the goods markets drives American wages down and diminishes
the benefits of immigration restrictions, compared to autarky. On the positive side, American
workers in a globalized economy can get access to relatively cheaper imported goods, which
increases their purchasing power. If the negative competition effect is stronger than the positive
price effect, the welfare gains in a closed economy would be larger than in a globalized economy,
as found in Figure 8. Therefore, these results imply that U.S. immigration restrictions may avoid
direct competition between immigrants and American workers in the U.S. labor market, but they
could still indirectly compete through international goods markets. If policymakers overlook the
general equilibrium effects of international trade, they might overestimate the efficacy of the
policy.

Figure 8: Change in the real wage of American computer scientists: ŵCE/ŵBL

Note. We compute the changes in the equilibrium outcomes resulting from the observed change in the
approval rate of H-1B visas, dpo,usa, assuming that the U.S. is a closed economy. The y-axis is the ratio
between the change in the real wage of American computer scientists in a closed economy, denoted by ŵCE ,
and in the baseline economy (see Figure 7), denoted by ŵBL. IC refers to the information and culture sector.
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7 Conclusion
Immigration restrictions are becoming increasingly common in developed countries. While the
policy debate often focuses on the impact of restrictions on domestic workers’ wages, it typically
overlooks where the immigrants affected by the restrictions migrate to. This paper shows that
this is an essential determinant of the effects of immigration restrictions on other economies and
their efficacy.

We study empirically and theoretically the effects of immigration restrictions on both the country
imposing the restrictions and on other economies. We focus on the effects of U.S. restrictions
on high-skilled immigration, implemented in 2017, on Canada and the U.S. First, we offer
quasi-experimental evidence indicating that the U.S. restrictions led to an increase in skilled
immigration to Canada and had significant effects on production, especially in high-skilled service
sectors.

Second, we offer a new quantitative model of international trade that incorporates migration
policy. This model allows us to analytically and quantitatively study the impact of the policy on
both the U.S. and Canada. We find that the 2017 policy increased production in all Canadian
sectors and had substantial welfare effects on Canadian workers. In the U.S., the policy positively
affected a small group of American workers who competed directly with immigrants in the labor
market. However, it negatively affected American workers employed in other occupations in
sectors that contracted. We also find that the role of international trade in the policy’s effects
on the welfare of American workers can be significant. When the U.S. imposes restrictions,
immigrants seek to migrate to other economies. Because these receiving economies compete with
the U.S. in international markets, this tougher competition drives down wages for American
workers, undermining the initial goal of job protection. If policymakers overlook the general
equilibrium effects of international trade, they may overestimate the efficacy of the policy. This
consideration is especially relevant now that several developed countries like Canada are actively
competing to attract highly educated individuals to develop innovative sectors. Our model and
its insights are not limited to the U.S.-Canada context or high-skilled immigration and can be
adapted to different settings.
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Appendix

A Data

A.1 Cross-walk of occupation codes

The H-1B dataset contains 106 occupation codes that follow the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (DOT) and the PR dataset contains 177 3-digit NOC codes.36 We construct a crosswalk
between these occupations and, when necessary, we appeal to the information provided by the
fourth digit of the NOC classification. For some NOC codes, there were no DOT codes in the
H-1B dataset (e.g., cashiers or any low-skill occupation); and for some DOT codes, there were
no NOC codes (e.g., osteopaths). Among the matched cases, for some NOC occupations, there
was more than one corresponding DOT code (e.g., NOC 0124 corresponds to DOT 164 and
165); for some DOT codes, there was more than one corresponding NOC code (e.g., NOC 224
and 2133 correspond to 003); and for a few cases, the match was from many to many (e.g.,
2175 corresponds to 030 and 039; and 2171, 2173, 2174 and 2283 correspond to 030). We thus
define a grouping given by the smallest possible mutually exclusive sets of matches that yield 74
distinct groups (see Table E.2).37 With this crosswalk at hand, we can aggregate the number of
PR and H-1B applications at the new grouping level according to the corresponding NOC codes
and DOT codes respectively.

A.2 Firm-level regression: measurement and sample

A.2.1 Construction of firm-level shocks

Firm-level country composition Combining the T4-ROE records and the IMDB database,
we compute the country share of each firm i by the pooled total employment between 2010
and 2013. In the T4-ROE records, we compute the individual labor units (ILU) each employee
provides to an associated firm.

Sector-level occupation composition We extract a sample of full-time employed individu-
als in 2015 from the LFS to calculate this share by dividing the aggregate wage bill of individuals
working in sector s and occupation o by the aggregate wage bill of individuals working in sector
s. Here, the wage bill is measured by the reported weekly earnings and the statistical weight
provided in the LFS is applied to the aggregation.

36See https : //www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/document/forms/m − 746.pdf and https :
//noc.esdc.gc.ca/

37Most of these distinct groups have associated with one DOT code (64 of the groups have one DOT code, 9
groups have two DOT codes, and 1 group has 3 DOT codes) and one NOC code (70 of these groups have one
NOC code and 4 groups have two NOC codes).
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Share of flow within the population of immigrants from country c In the LFS, we
define individuals not born in Canada as immigrants. Then we measure this flow share by
dividing the number of immigrants from country c who have been permanent residents for
no more than one year or who were not permanent residents in 2016 by the number of all
immigrants from country c in 2016. When calculating the number of headcounts, the statistical
weight provided in the LFS is applied.

A.2.2 Construction of the variables used as controls

Firm-level shares of skilled immigrant employment In the IMDB, we flag an immigrant
as a skilled immigrant based on the available data on their education, occupation, and visa
program information. The IMDB includes two separate data files: permanent-resident (PR)
records and non-permanent-resident (non-PR) records. In the PR records, an immigrant is
flagged as a skilled immigrant if they satisfy one of the following three conditions:

1. have an education level above a bachelor’s degree;

2. are admitted through the Express Entry (EE) program;

3. qualify for the immigration category Federal Skilled Workers, Quebec Skilled Workers,
Skilled Trades, or Provincial Nominees.

In the non-PR records, an immigrant is flagged as a skilled immigrant if they are reported to have
an education level above a bachelor’s degree or are in the occupation category of Managerial,
Professional, or Skilled and Technical. We flag an immigrant as skilled if they are flagged as a
skilled immigrant in the PR or non-PR records. Based on this flag of skilled immigrants, we can
directly measure the firm-level employment of skilled immigrants.

Local labor market Each local labor market corresponds to a census metropolitan area
(CMA) or a census agglomeration (CA), equivalent to a metropolitan area in the U.S.38 Statistics
Canada provides a mapping between each postal code and a corresponding geographical location
group. Most of the postal codes are directly part of a CMA/CA. The postal codes for remote
areas do not directly belong to a specific CMA/CA, so we assign them to a CMA/CA that has the
most influence on this postal code area, based on the information provided by Statistics Canada.
By combining the postal code information from the T1-PMF and the employer-employee-link
records, we measure each firm’s employment composition by the local labor market. Then we
assign the local labor market for a firm according the one accounting for the largest share of its
employment. This location measure is analogous to the commuting zone commonly used for the
U.S.

38There are 151 CMAs/CAs in Canada, and a complete list of them can be found at https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/List_of_census_metropolitan_areas_and_agglomerations_in_Canada.
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A.2.3 Sample selection

We first construct the regression sample by dropping the non-profit firms, firms with lifetime
maximum employment of less than 5, and firms from the following sectors: agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting, mining, quarrying, oil and gas extraction, utilities, construction, public
administration, and other services except for public administration (NAICS code 11, 21, 22,
23, 91 and 81 respectively). Then, we exclude from the sample firms with a lifetime maximum
annual employment growth rate above 2000% because these firms are very likely to experience
significant organizational change. To minimize the impacts of extreme values on the precision
of the estimates, we further drop the outlier firms in terms of Intensityi; that is, firms with
an Intensityi level above the 99% percentile of those with positive Intensityi. Finally, we
restrict the sample to only include firms with an observation in the baseline year 2016, at least
two observations before 2016, and at least one observation in either 2017 or 2018, so that each
firm in the sample has enough pre- and post-shock information for us to conduct the event
study.

A.3 Data sources used in the quantitative model

Sources of data from Canada

We use income data by country of birth, occupation, and sector in the Canadian Labor Force
Survey Data (LFS) for the period 2012-2016 to compute the sectorial shares (sndso, s

f
dso, and

fdso) and we use the number of immigrants by landing year to compute ψimmgh . We use publicly
available data from IRCC’s website on the approval rate by PR visa program for Canada for
2016. We assign a common approval rate to all occupations within a skill because the data
is not disaggregated by occupation. We compute the admission probability for skilled workers
as the weighted average of the approval probability for PR applications under the following
programs: Federal Skilled programs and the Provincial Nominee program under Express Entry,
the Quebec-selected Skilled Workers program, and the Canadian Experience Class. For the
lower-skilled group, we include the Provincial Nominee program under the non-express entry
and the Caregiver Program.

Sources of data from the U.S.

We use the income data by nativity, occupation, and sector in the American Community Survey
(ACS 1-year data) corresponding to the year 2015 to compute the sectorial shares for the U.S.
(sndso, s

f
dso, and fdso).

We also use this data to calibrate the occupational structure of sectors in the RoW, due to
the lack of disaggregated data by occupation and sector of the largest countries included in the
RoW. In particular, we calibrate fdso according to the distribution of income across occupations
and sectors of immigrants from the RoW living in the U.S.
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To compute ψimmgd , we use the total number of immigrants by group and those who arrived in the
U.S. during the last year. We then use an extrapolation method to assign a value for a six-year
period. Specifically, we infer the six-year period for the U.S. as follows: ψimmgu =

ψimm
gc

ψimm
gc

ψimmgu ,
where we use Canadian data to compute the ratio or extrapolation factor.
We use the H-1B data described in section 2.1 to compute the admission probability of each
skilled occupation, and we use official reports of I-129 petitions for H-2A and H-2B visas for the
probability of lower-skilled occupations.39 Specifically, we compute the admission probability
for the lower-skilled occupations as the weighted average of the approval rate of the H-2A and
H-2B visas for the fiscal year 2016.

B Reduced-form evidence

B.1 Immigration to Canada: robustness exercises

Correlation over time of confounding factors may threaten identification as it will imply that ϵcot
correlates with past applications and, hence, πco,usa. It is plausible that πco,usa may be in part
determined by pre-existing immigration conditions such as historical events (e.g., Canada was a
French colony), cultural factors (e.g., French is an official language of Canada), and institutional
aspects of the immigration systems (e.g., the majority of sponsoring firms in the U.S. are Indian
affiliates due to the IT boom in the 2000s). If these factors significantly contribute to determining
πco,usa, concerns regarding its correlation with ϵoct may be mitigated. We assess the plausibility
of this correlation by controlling for the elements used to compute πco,usa interacted with the
year dummies (e.g., Appco,usa × δt and Appco,can × δt). These estimates, reported in column 2
of Appendix Table E.4, are not statistically different from our baseline estimates, reported in
column 1. This suggests that unobserved factors affecting πco,usa and ϵoct are unlikely to drive
our estimates. Note that the correlation over time of unobserved factors either at the occupation
level only or at the country level only do not threaten the identification, due to the inclusion of
δot and δct.

The second potential concern is that the policy change was indeed the response to factors
specific to certain immigrant groups (e.g., nationality and occupation). For example, critics
of the program have argued that some outsourcing firms that provide IT and other business
services are flooding the program with applications and are misusing the H-1B program. Many
of the accused firms are intensive in computer-related occupations and tend to source most of
their immigrant workforce from India. Given that during his campaign, former President Donald
Trump expressed his intentions to end the misuse of the H-1B program, the policy may have
aimed to stop the increasing inflow of computer scientists from India. If the new restrictions
targeted immigrant groups that were growing, our estimates would suffer from reverse causality

39H-2A and H-2B visas are temporary visas for agricultural and non-agricultural jobs, respectively.
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issues and would be upward biased. To address this concern, we re-estimate the model by
excluding India and China, the two largest nationalities of immigrants, and computer-related
occupations, the largest occupations for the same group. The estimates, reported in columns
3 and 4 of Appendix Table E.4 are not lower than our baseline estimates, suggesting that this
concern may not affect our estimates.

A third concern is that immigrant groups affected by the U.S. policy change may have been
affected by contemporaneous changes in Canadian immigration policy. Changes in Canadian
immigration policy at the nationality or occupation level are controlled by δct and δot, respec-
tively. The most important change in Canadian policy around the period of the H-1B policy
change occurred in 2015 with the introduction of the so-called Express Entry program. We
control for the potential effects of this program by including a regressor, defined as the share of
applications of an immigrant group co for the Express Entry program in the years 2015 and 2016,
interacted with a dummy that equals 1 for the years 2015 through 2018 and zero otherwise. The
estimates, reported in column 5, are similar to our baseline estimate, which suggests that the
effect of the Express Entry program is unlikely to confound the effect of the U.S. restrictions. It
is worth mentioning that if Canadian policy responded to the new U.S. policy, our reduced-form
estimates would incorporate these effects, and we should consider them when interpreting the
coefficients.

Fourth, we perform additional tests of the identifying assumption recommended by the recent
research on difference-in-differences design (Roth, 2022). We test the hypothesis of a 7% annual
linear trend, as per the 2016-2017 immigration plan. At the 1% significance level, we reject this
trend, indicating that our estimates may not capture pre-shock differential trends (see estimation
details in Appendix Figure E.6). We also test for steeper slopes up to 30%, yielding the same
qualitative results.

Finally, we verify that our estimates are not driven by outliers. In Appendix Figure E.5, we plot
the relationship between the change in the outcome variable and the main regressor (e.g., the
change in log(Appco,can,t) and Intensityco), using raw data. The distribution of the observations
in the scatter plot suggests that it is unlikely that the outliers affect our estimates.

B.2 Firm-level evidence

B.2.1 Robustness exercises

Within-sector effects Our empirical strategy for estimating βτ leverages both inter-firm
variation within the same industry and variation across different industries. One concern is
that our industry-level controls do not fully account for potential demand or supply shocks that
are specific to different industries. In such a case, the effects of these factors may confound
the industry-level effect of the H-1B policy restrictions and, consequently, bias our estimates.
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If such unobserved factors drive our estimates, we would expect to observe no effect on firm
growth when using only within-industry variation to estimate βτ . A related concern regards the
interpretation of our coefficients. Intensityi may capture shifts in both the supply of immigrants
and the changes in the demand for goods due to the H-1B restrictions. In particular, the adverse
effects of restricting immigrant labor in the U.S. mainly affected American firms operating in
the skilled-intensive service sector. Consequently, Canadian firms that competed with these
American counterparts may have expanded compared to other Canadian firms, even if they had
not hired immigrants. If our estimates of βτ are driven by differences in the demand for goods
and services induced by the H-1B policy change, we would expect a less pronounced effect when
estimating the differential hiring responses of Canadian firms within the same industry. To
assess the plausibility of these concerns, we estimate the effects of the H-1B policy within the
affected industries, using only within-industry variation. To do so, we categorize sectors into
“exposed” and “non-exposed.” Specifically, we rank broad sectors according to the average firm
exposure (see Appendix Table E.5) and define the top quartile as the “exposed” group of sectors.
That is, the exposed sectors coincide with what we refer to in the main text as the ”high-skilled
service sector.” The remaining sectors constitute the non-exposed sectors. Then we estimate the
following event study:

yit =
∑
τ ̸=2016

βEτ × 1(k = high-skilled service sector)× Intensityi × 1(t = τ) +∑
τ ̸=2016

βNEτ × Intensityi × 1(t = τ) + δi + δkt + δmt + γ′ Xikt + ϵit
(B.1)

where 1(k = high-skilled service sector) is a dummy variable that equals one if the industry
where the firm operates belongs to one of the exposed sectors and zero otherwise. We compare
the estimates of βEτ , which do not use variation across sectors for identification, with those from
equation (3). Appendix Figure E.8 shows this comparison for the hiring of immigrants and for
sales and export performance (Appendix Table E.7 reports all of the estimates and estimation
details.) The pairwise comparison of the estimates of these variables shows that the within-
industry estimates are noisier but, overall, the point estimates are similar in magnitude to those
documented in Figure 4. Given this evidence, we consider that it is likely that our estimates are
identifying the effects of H-1B restrictions due to the increase in the supply of immigrant labor
to firms.

Firm characteristics Our empirical model allows the exposure of the firm Intensityi to be
assigned non-randomly based on firm characteristics that affect the level of the outcome but that
require the exposure to be mean independent of the factors that affect the trend in the outcome
(Roth et al., 2023). This requirement is violated if, for instance, firm size matters more in the
economic context of the Canadian economy in the years prior to 2016 than in the years after. To
assess whether it is plausible that this requirement is violated, we re-estimate the model adding
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pre-shock firm characteristics interacted with year dummies. The firm characteristics that we
add are firm size measured by revenues (in logs) and the labor intensity of the firm measured
by the wage bill in total cost. All of these regressions include the pre-shock firm characteristics
included in the baseline specification (e.g., the immigrant share in the wage bill, the share of
exports in total sales, and the share of service exports in total exports). Appendix Figure E.9
plots the event studies of the net hiring of immigrants and natives relative to the employment
level in 2016, the log of sales, the log of exports, and the share of export sales in total sales.
Given the stability of the estimates across specifications, it seems plausible that our estimates
are not contaminated by the effects associated with the firm characteristics that are affecting
firm performance after 2016.

Foreign shocks Another concern is the potential confounding effects of international demand
shocks in 2017 and 2018, especially because the U.S. is a large trading partner of Canada.
To assess whether foreign shocks, including changes in U.S. trade policy, may be affecting our
estimates of the effects of the H-1B restrictions, we re-estimate equation 3, restricting the sample
to firms that neither exported nor imported in 2016. Appendix figure E.11 shows the event study
and suggests that the baseline results are robust to this subsample of firms.

Effect of Canadian immigration The Canadian firms that use this program to source
immigrants from abroad may also be those that are more exposed to the H-1B policy change.
For instance, computer scientists were the most prevalent professionals among immigrants to
be admitted under the Express Entry program. Therefore, firms that tend to employ computer
scientists may have benefitted from the introduction of the Express Entry program in 2015 and
the following years. We assess whether our estimates may confound the effect of the Express
Entry program by re-estimating the model with an additional control variable. This variable is
the interaction between the year dummies and the share of workers in 2016 who were admitted
to Canada through this program. The estimates of immigrant and native hiring and firms’
expansion in terms of sales and exports are robust to the inclusion of this control (see Appendix
Figure E.10). Given these results, it is plausible that the effects of the Express Entry program
do not confound with the effects of the H-1B restrictions.

B.2.2 Additional results

Effect on firms depending on whether they hired immigrants who resided in the U.S.
Our firm-level exposure measure was motivated by the influence of immigrant networks based on
the country of birth. Immigrant networks can develop not only through shared birthplaces but
also through shared locations of residence. To illustrate this, consider two immigrants, one from
India and one from China, who previously resided in the United States. Suppose that one of
them had relocated to Canada while the other had remained in the U.S. It is plausible that if the
U.S. imposes immigration restrictions, the immigrant still living in the U.S. might seek assistance
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from the one residing in Canada to facilitate their plan to move there. Based on this idea, we
divided firms into two distinct groups based on the residence of their immigrant employees.
Specifically, our data on immigration records allows us to track the country of residence for each
immigrant employee before they relocated to Canada. Based on this information, we categorize
firms into two groups: those firms that had employed immigrants who had previously lived
in the United States and those firms that had not. We then modified our equation (3) to
accommodate a heterogeneous treatment effect. In particular, we allow the βτ coefficient to
vary for firms belonging to each of these two groups (e.g., we incorporate a dummy interacting
Intensityi). Appendix Figure E.13 plots these pairs of coefficients βτ for the main outcome
variables. Our findings about the hiring of immigrants align with the idea of networks formed
based on the locations of the previous residences. We observe that, on average, firms that had
hired immigrants who had previously resided in the United States exhibited a more pronounced
response in terms of increased immigrant hiring. Interestingly, these firms seem to play a pivotal
role in the responses related to exports and the share of exports in total sales documented in
Figure 4.

C Model

C.1 Solving for equilibrium

Following Dekle et al. (2008), we rewrite all of the equilibrium equations in the proportional
changes of the different variables. Given (Ω,Υ,P), the changes, in the equilibrium, that are
induced by a change in the probability of granting a U.S. visa ∆pocu ≡ p

′
co,usa − pco,usa can

be summarized by equations (C.2)-(C.24). We divide these equations into three blocks: the
equations determining the labor supply, those determining the labor demand, and those clearing
the labor market.
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Labor supply The equations in this block summarize the workers’ optimal choice of migration
destination and sector allocation.

π̂cock =
(ŵncok
Φ̂coc

)κ
, where Φ̂κ

coc =
∑
k

πcock(ŵ
n
cok)

κ (C.2)

π̂codk =
(ŵfdok
Φ̂cod

)κ
for d ̸= c, where Φ̂κ

cod =
∑
k

πcodk(ŵ
f
dok)

κ (C.3)

ûcoc =
Φ̂coc

P̂c
, ûcod =

Φ̂cod

P̂d
for d ̸= c (C.4)

ûνhco =πcoe û
νh
coe + πcoc û

νh
coc (C.5)

ûνdcoe =
∑
d ̸=c

πcod (û
pcod
cod û

1−pcod
coc u∆pcodcod u−∆pcod

coc )νd (C.6)

where πcoe and πcoc denote the pre-shock level of the probability of workers with nationality c and
occupation o choosing to emigrate or to stay in the home country, respectively, and they satisfy
πcoe + πcoc = 1. πcod denotes the pre-shock level of the probability of workers with nationality c
and occupation o choosing to emigrate to country d, conditional on choosing to emigrate, and
they satisfy

∑
d∈Cd πcod = 1.

π̂coc =
( ûcoc
ûco

)νh
, π̂coe =

( ûcoe
ûco

)νh
, π̂cod =

( ûpcodcod û
1−pcod
coc u∆pcodcod u−∆pcod

coc

ûcoe

)νd
(C.7)

L̂Scoc =
((
ψcocπ̂coc +

∑
d ̸=c

ψcod ̂(1− pcod)π̂cod π̂coe
)
(1− ψemigco ) + ψemigco

)
Φ̂coc (C.8)

L̂Scod =
(
p̂codπ̂co,d(1− ψimmcod ) + ψimmcod

)
Φ̂cod, for d ̸= c (C.9)

where 1−ψimmcod is the fraction of workers of nationality c in occupation o working in destination
country d accounted for by the flow of new immigrants; 1 − ψemigcoc is the fraction of workers
from c in occupation o that are able to make the migration decision, and ψcod is the fraction of
workers choosing country d among those who can make the migration decision.

L̂Scodk =π̂codkL̂Scod (C.10)

where LScodk denotes the total wage bill of workers with nationality c and occupation o working
in sector k of country d.
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Labor demand The equations in this block summarize the firms’ optimal choice of employ-
ment and how their demand responds to prices. Firms’ optimal employment choices follow

ŝndko =

(
ŵndko
ŵdko

)1−ϵ

(C.11)

ŝfdko =

(
ŵfdko
ŵdko

)1−ϵ

(C.12)

f̂dko =

(
ŵdko
ŵdk

)1−η

(C.13)

where the effective wages at the sector-occupation level and those at the sector level are deter-
mined by

ŵ1−ϵ
dko =sndko (ŵ

n
dko)

1−ϵ + sfdko

(
ŵfdko

)1−ϵ
(C.14)

ŵdk =

(∑
o

fdko ŵ
1−η
dko

) 1
1−η

(C.15)

The total demand for goods produced in sector k of country d is given by

Ŷdk =
∑
c

ωYcdk λ̂dckα̂ckX̂c (C.16)

α̂dk =

(
P̂dk

P̂d

)1−α

(C.17)

λ̂dck =
ŵ−θ
dk∑

d λdck ŵ
−θ
dk

(C.18)

X̂c =
∑
k

ωXck Ŷck + ωXcD (C.19)

where ωYcdk is the share of country c in the total sales of sector k in country d, ωXck is the share
of sales from sector k in the total expenditures of country c, and ωXcD is the share of the deficit
in the total expenditures of country c. Since we impose balanced trade Dc = 0 in this model,
ωXcD = 0 for any c ∈ C. The aggregated prices are given by

P̂−θ
dk =

∑
i∈C

λidk (ŵis)
−θ (C.20)

P̂ 1−α
d =

∑
k

αdk P̂
1−α
dk (C.21)
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With goods demand Ŷdk and firms’ optimal employment choices f̂dko and ŝxdko ∀x ∈ {n, f}, the
total labor demand for foreign and native-born workers in sector k of country d is

L̂D
x

dko =ŝ
x
dkof̂dkoŶdk, ∀x ∈ {n, f} (C.22)

Labor market clearing conditions

L̂D
f

dko =
∑
c ̸=d

ωLScodkL̂Scodk (C.23)

L̂D
n

dko =L̂Sdodk (C.24)

where ωLScodk is the share of c in the wage bill of occupation o in sector k in country d.

C.2 Analytical results

C.2.1 Applications for Canadian visas

The number of applications to country d of workers from c in occupation o is

Appcod = πcod × πcoe × Lco

The change in the log of the applications is

dÃppcod = dπ̃cod + dπ̃coe

where the change in the log of emigrating is

dπ̃cod = νd

[
pcoddũcod + (1− pcod)dũcoc + dpcod(ũcod − ũcoc)− dũcoe

]
dπ̃coe = νh (1− πcoe)

(
dũcoe − dũcoc

)
and the change in the log of ucoe is

dũcoe =
∑
d ̸=c

πcod

[
pcoddũcod + (1− pcod)dũcoc + dpcod(ũcod − ũcoc)

]
Suppose that there is a marginal change in the U.S.’s approval rates. The change in the number
of applications to country d ̸= usa is

dÃppcod = (νh πcoc − νd) πco,usa dpco,usa(ũco,usa − ũcoc) + ηcod (C.25)
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where ηcod is the structure error that includes the effects of the changes in the country’s own
immigration policy ∆pcod and the general equilibrium variables ∆ũcod, ∆ũco,usa and ∆ũcoc. Specif-
ically,

ηcod = νd

[
pcoddũcod + (1− pcod)dũcoc + dpcod(ũcod − ũcoc)

]
− νhπcoc dũcoc

+ (νh πcoc − νd)
[
πcod dpcod(ũcod − ũcoc) +

∑
d ̸=c

πcod

(
pcoddũcod + (1− pcod)dũcoc

)]

C.2.2 Welfare of American workers

We derive our analytic results in a simplified version of our model, where labor supply lxdko is
assumed to be exogenous, preferences across sectors are Cobb Douglas with shares given by αdk,
and trade is balanced.

Claim: Suppose that the U.S. imposes restrictions on skilled immigration that lead to infinites-
imal (negative) changes in the immigrant labor supply l̃fusa,ko. The change in the welfare of an
American worker in occupation o in sector k is (d = usa).

W̃ n
usa,ko =

(1
ϵ
− 1

η

)
sfusa,ko l̃

f
usa,ko

−
∑
k

αusa,k λusa,usa,k c̃usa,k − θ
∑
j

ωYusa,jk (1− λusa,jk) c̃usa,k

+
∑
k

αck λc,usa,k c̃usa,k + θ
∑
j

ωYusa,jk λcjk c̃ck + ϵusa,k

where ϵusa,k =
(

1
η
− 1
)
l̃usa,k +

∑
j ωYusa,jk X̃j, l̃usa,k =

∑
o susa,ko s

f
usa,ko l̃

f
usa,ko and c̃dk is the

change in the production costs of sector k in country d induced by the U.S. immigration policy
change. This is given by c̃dk =

∑
o sdko εdko l̃

f
dko and εdko is the elasticity of the cost of bundle

o in sector k in country d wdko with respect to the supply of immigrants l̃fdko.

Proof: The proof proceeds in the following five steps.

Step 1: Expression for the welfare of American workers.
Given that trade is balanced, the change in a worker’s real wage coincides with the change in
their utility. The nominal wage earned by a worker is the marginal revenue product of their
labor because labor markets are perfectly competitive. Therefore, the wage of worker x ∈ {f, n}
in occupation o in sector k in country d, wxdko, is given by (C.26)

wxdko = p(ω)dk z(ω)
( ldko
ldk

)− 1
η
( lxdko
ldko

)− 1
ϵ (C.26)
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Given that the goods market is perfectly competitive, p(ω)dk = cdk
z(ω)

. Therefore, we can replace
p(ω)dk z(ω) with cdk. Moreover, in equilibrium, the total cost of production of a sector, cdk ldk,
equals total sales, Ydk. Therefore, the unit cost of production equals total sales per unit of the
composite labor input: cdk = Ydk

ldk
. In equilibrium, sales of sector k in the U.S. equal demand:

Yusa,k =
∑

c∈C λusa,ck αck Xc. Increases in the cost of production in the U.S. in sector k relative
to its competitors reduce the U.S. share in consumers’ expenditures in country c, λusa,ck.

After substituting these equilibrium conditions into (C.26), we obtain the following expression
for the welfare of an American worker in occupation o working in sector k:

W n
usa,ko =

wnusa,ko
Pusa

=
Yusa,k
lusa,k

( lusa,ko
lusa,k

)− 1
η
( lnusa,ko
lusa,ko

)− 1
ϵ 1

Pusa

where the labor bundle lusa,ko and the overall production lusa,k are given by 7.
Consequently, the change in welfare is given by the following expression:

W̃ n
usa,ko = Ỹusa,k +

(1
η
− 1
)
l̃usa,k +

(1
ϵ
− 1

η

)
l̃usa,ko − 1

ϵ
l̃nusa,ko − ˜Pusa (C.27)

Step 2: Expression for the change in the price level in (C.27).

Given that the preferences are Cobb Douglas, the price index of the American worker’s con-
sumption basket is given by the following expression:

Pusa =
∏
k

P
αusa,k

usa,k where Pusa,k = Γ−1
k

(∑
i∈C

Tik(τik,usa cik)
−θ

)− 1
θ

The log differentiation of these expressions yields the following conditions:40

P̃usa =
∑
k

αusa,k P̃usa,k where P̃usa,k =
∑
i∈C

λi,usa,k c̃ik

Suppose that the U.S. immigration restrictions increased production costs in the U.S. (c̃usa,k > 0),
reduced production in country c (c̃ck < 0), and did not affect production in any other country
i ̸= {u, c} (c̃ik = 0); the previous expression for P̃u simplifies to

P̃usa =
∑
k

αusa,k (λusa,usa,k c̃usa,k + λc,usa,k c̃ck) (C.28)

Step 3: Expression for the change in the sales of sector k in the U.S., Yusa,k in C.27.

40This expression for P̃usa would be the same if we were to continue assuming CES preferences (the elasticity
of substitution across sectors would not appear in the approximation).
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Log differentiating Yusa,k yields

Ỹusa,k =
∑
j∈C

ωYusa,jk

(
λ̃usa,jk + α̃jk + X̃j

)
(C.29)

where ωYusa,jk is the share of country j in the U.S. sales of sector k.41

Under the assumption that preferences are Cobb Douglas, the change in the share of each sector
in total expenditures is zero (α̃jk = 0). The change in the U.S. market share within a sector
takes the following form:

λ̃usa,jk = −θ (1− λusa,jk) c̃usa,k + θ λcjk c̃ck

We can then write the change in the U.S. sales of sector k as a weighted average of the change
in the market shares within the sector and the change in the countries’ expenditures:

Ỹusa,k = −θ
∑
j

ωYusa,jk (1− λusa,jk) c̃usa,k + θ
∑
j

ωYusa,jkλcjk c̃ck +
∑
j

ωYusa,jk X̃j (C.30)

Step 4: The expression for the change in the labor bundle lusa,ko and lusa,k is found in equation
(C.27). Log differentiating (7) and using additional optimal conditions yields the following
conditions:

l̃usa,ko = snusa,ko l̃
n
usa,ko + sfusa,ko l̃

f
usa,ko

l̃us =
∑
o

susa,ko l̃usa,ko

Under the assumption that the native-born labor supply available to sectors is exogenous and
constant, l̃nusa,ko = 0. Therefore, the change in the labor bundle and production are weighted
averages of the exogenous changes in the supply of immigrant labor lfusa,ko:

l̃usa,ko = sfusa,ko l̃
f
usa,ko (C.31)

l̃usa,k =
∑
o

susa,ko s
f
usa,ko l̃

f
usa,ko (C.32)

Conditions (18), (19), (21), and (22) imply the above claim.

Step 5: Expression for c̃ck in C.27 as a function of lfcko.

41That is, ωY
usa,jk ≡ λusa,jk αjk Xj∑

d λudk αdk Xd
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The change in the unit cost of production is

c̃dk =
∑
o

sdko

(
sndko w̃

n
dko + sfdko w̃

f
dko

)
Given that the optimal labor demand of immigrants relative to native-born workers is

wncko
wfcko

=
( lncko
lncko

)− 1
ϵ → w̃ncko = w̃fcko︸︷︷︸

<0

+
1

ϵ
l̃fcko︸︷︷︸
>0

for l̃ncko = 0

where we imposed that the supply of native-born labor is fixed; e.g., l̃ncko = 0.

Let εfdko ≡ w̃f
dko

l̃fdko
be the elasticity of the immigrant wage with respect to the supply of immi-

grants. We do not provide an explicit solution for εfcko; rather, we assume that the parameter
values guarantee that the following law of demand is satisfied: All else equal, an increase in the
immigrant labor supply reduces immigrants’ wages εfcko < 0.
This simplification allows us to express native-born workers’ wages as follows:

c̃dk =
∑
o

sdko

(
sndko (w̃

f
dko +

1

ϵ
l̃fdko) + sfdko w̃

f
dko

)
=
∑
o

sdko

(
w̃fdko +

sndko
ϵ

l̃fdko

)
=
∑
o

sdko

(
εfdko l̃

f
dko +

sndko
ϵ

l̃fdko

)
=
∑
o

sdko εdko l̃
f
dko

where εdko ≡
(
εfdko +

sndko
ϵ

)
is the elasticity of the cost of bundle o in k with respect to the

supply of immigrants l̃fdko. Finally, we assume that the shares of native-born workers sndko and ϵ

are such that εdko < 0.

D Quantification

D.1 Calibration

pod: For the U.S., we compute the approval rate of each skilled occupation, using the H-1B data.
For the lower-skilled occupation, we use official reports of I-129 petitions for H-2A and H-2B
visas.43 For Canada, we use publicly available data from the IRCC on the approval rate by PR
visa program. We assign a common approval rate to all occupations within skilled occupations
because the data is not disaggregated by occupation.

43H-2A and H-2B visas are temporary visas for agricultural and non-agricultural jobs, respectively.
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Table D.1: Calibration

Description Source
Immigration policy: P

pod Approval rate H-1B application data, USCIS, IRCC

Earning per worker in the US relative to home: Uu

wnodk, w
f
odk Nominal wages H-1B application data for the US, NSS for India and IPUMS int’l for RoW

Pd Consumption price level CEPII data
Exchange rate Penn World Table

ζcod Migration costs Grogger and Hanson (2011) and CEPII data

Migration-related shares: SM

πcod Share applying to d H-1B application data and PR application data
πcoc Share staying at home Inferred using H-1B application data and IAB dataset

1− ψimmcod Immigrant flow share ACS for the US, and LFS for Canada
1− ψemmco Share making migration decision NSS for India and IPUMS int’l for RoW

Non migration-related shares: SNM

πcodk Share choosing sector k ACS for the US, LFS for Canada, NSS for India, IPUMS int’l for RoW
sdko Cost share of occupation o ACS for the US, LFS for Canada, NSS for India, IPUMS int’l for RoW
sfdko Cost share of immigrants ACS for the US, and LFS for Canada
λdck Expenditure shares within sector Trade in Value Database from the OECD (TiVA)42

αdk Expenditure shares across sectors Trade in Value Database from the OECD (TiVA)

Note. The table summarizes the calibrated values used for the quantitative analysis not included in Table 1.

wnodk, w
f
odk: We compute the nominal wage of each worker group, based on the H-1B dataset,

the NSS survey, and IPUMS international database.

Pd and the exchange rate: To convert the nominal wage dominated in different currencies into
the real wage dominated in U.S. dollars, we use the consumption price level from CEPII data
and the exchange rate data from the Penn World Table.

ζcod: We compute the bilateral migration cost as a share of the wage earned in the U.S., based
on estimates from Table 4 from Grogger and Hanson (2011) and CEPII data.

πcod: The share πcod is calculated in the same manner as for the empirical regressions discussed
in section 3.2.

πcoc: Given that we do not observe the number of workers making the migration decision, we
cannot compute πcoc directly. To address this data limitation, we leverage the model’s structure
and follow a three-step approach. First, we estimate the share of Indian computer scientists, who
constitute the majority of H-1B applicants, by employing the labor market clearing condition at
home:

Lcoc
Lco

=

(
πcoc +

∑
d ̸=c

(1− pcod) · πcod (1− πcoc)

)
(1− ψemmcoc ) + ψemmcoc (D.33)

Here, co represents Indian computer scientists, and the left-hand side denotes the proportion
of Indian computer scientists remaining in their home country. Although data on the global
distribution of Indians by occupation is unavailable, education group data from the Institute for
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Employment Research (IAB), Nürnberg, is accessible. Therefore, we approximate the left-hand
side share for Indian computer scientists with the share of college-educated Indians. Given this
data, the value of πcoc consistent with condition (D.33) is 0.4.44 Second, we infer the shares
of other high-skilled occupations based on the computed share for Indian computer scientists.
To that end, we use the model’s equation for the number of applications to the U.S. of each
immigrant group relative to computer scientists from India πind,cs,u:

Appcod
Appind,cs,usa

=
πcod

πind,cs,usa

1− πcoc
1− πind,cs,usa

Lco
Lind,cs

This equilibrium condition allows us to recover the remaining πcoc as a function of the data and
the inferred value for πind,cs,ind. Given that we do not observe Lco for the RoW, we proxy the last
fraction of the right-hand side with the relative number of total employees. Finally, we apply
condition (D.33) for lower-skilled workers, where we use the data for the non-college population
from the IAB.

ψimmcod : We compute ψimmcod as the proportion of immigrants from origin country c employed in
occupation o in country d ̸= c who had arrived in the country within the previous six years.
We choose a six-year window to align it with the H-1B visa’s validity period. For the U.S., we
utilize 2015 data from the American Community Survey (ACS 1-year). To extend the annual
proportion to a six-year duration, we apply an extrapolation procedure outlined in Appendix
A.3. In the case of Canada, we rely on data from the 2012-2016 waves of the Canadian Labor
Force Survey Data (LFS).

πcodk, sdko, and sfdko: We construct these statistics of labor market composition using different
data sets for each country. For the U.S. and Canada, we use the ACS data and LFS data,
respectively. For the statistics on the Indian labor market composition, we use the NSS data.
For the rest of the world, we use the IPUMS data.

ψemmco : Given that the shares ψemigcoc are not directly observable, we proxy them according to the
demographics of H-1B applicants. Specifically, we use the share of workers who are 20-40 years
old and have a college education to proxy the share of immigrant workers in skilled occupations.
For lower-skilled occupations, we only impose age restrictions.

44We verified the plausibility of this value as it forms the basis for subsequent steps, drawing on prior research.
In a simplified version of the model where immigrants can migrate only to the U.S., the share πcs,ind,u is given
by
(

wcs,usa

wcs,ind

)pusa ν

. Using the U.S.-India wage differential for Indian computer scientists applying for H-1B visas,
from Clemens (2013), and two ν values from Caliendo et al. (2021) and Allen et al. (2019), we obtained shares
of 0.2 or 0.4, depending on νd. These calculations suggest that our calibrations align with previous studies.
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D.2 Instrumental variable approach: νd
To go from equation (32) to an estimating equation that we can take to the data, we introduce
four changes. First, we rewrite (32) as follows:

Ãppco,can,t − Ãppco,usa,t = νd pco,usa,t w̃co,usa,t + ηcot (D.34)

where ηcot is a structural error that includes the U.S. immigration policy’s effects in Canada
(pco,can,t), wages and prices in Canada and the cost to migrate to Canada (through ũco,can,t), wages
and prices at home (through the average wage ucoct), prices in the U.S. (Pusa,t), and the cost to
migrate to the U.S. ζ̃co,usa. Second, motivated by the policy memorandum and our data, we make
the probability pco,usa,t occupation specific, as opposed to occupation-nationality specific. Third,
we set w̃co,usa,t at its pre-shock average value because it jumps around over time for immigrant
groups that are relatively small. By making ũco,usa time invariant, we eliminate random noise
and increase the precision of the estimate. Additionally, this ensures that the identification of
νd uses variation in the probability of getting an H-1B visa, which is the interest of our paper,
and does not use variation in wages. Fourth, we include a rich set of fixed effects to account for
factors in the structural term ηcot. We include a group-specific fixed effect, δco, to control for
time-invariant factors such as preferences, migration costs, or long-run wage differences between
the U.S. and Canada. We include occupation-year fixed effects, δot, to control for time-varying
factors such as Canadian immigration policy that targets specific occupations, or demand shocks
in Canada that change the economic prospects of working in Canada relative to the U.S. We
include country-specific fixed effects δct to control for changes in economic conditions at home
that may push immigrants to disproportionately migrate either more towards Canada or towards
the U.S. The estimating equation becomes

Ãppco,can,t − Ãppco,usa,t = −νd po,usa,t w̃co,usa + δco + δot + δct + ϵcot (D.35)

where we measure Appco,can,t and Appco,usa,t as the number of PR applications and H-1B ap-
plications of immigrant group co in year t for 2012 ≤ t ≤ 2017, po,usa,t as the share of H-1B
applications in occupation o that were approved, and w̃co,usa as the log of the average H-1B wage
by immigrant group co for the pre-shock years 2012-2016.45

The OLS estimate of νd may be subject to omitted variable problems. Increases in the number
of applications for H-1B cap-subject visas may decrease the approval rate pot, regardless of the
U.S. policy stance. Thus, any factor that induced immigrants to apply to Canada and to apply
for cap-subject H1B visas would bias our estimate of νd towards zero. Another omitted variable
problem could arise if increases in wages at home discourage nationals from emigrating and
affect the pool of immigrants applying to the U.S. If the pool of applicants improves, approval

45The regression omits 2018 due to our H-1B data’s coverage until the end of FY 2018, preventing the calculation
of the outcome variable for that year.
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rates would likely decrease, which would bias our estimate of νd towards zero.

To address endogeneity concerns of the OLS estimate, we pursue an instrumental variable ap-
proach where we instrument po,usa,t w̃co,usa with Intensityco × 1(t > 2016). In section 3.2, we
explain why Intensityco× 1(t > 2016) provides the plausible exogenous variation introduced by
the H-1B policy change. It is worth mentioning that the model suggests the relevance condition
of this instrument. In the model, higher U.S. wages increase the value of securing a job in the
U.S., leading to a larger share of immigrants choosing to apply to the U.S. (e.g., larger πco,usa).
Appendix Figure E.14 shows empirically that this relationship is significantly strong.

Columns 1 and 2 of Appendix Table E.9 show that the OLS is not distinguishable from zero and
that it is biased towards zero, as the 2SLS estimate is 3.6 (s.e=1.3). Columns 3-6 perform the
same robustness exercises as discussed in section 3.2 and show that the 2SLS estimate is robust
to these alternative specifications. Thus, we set νd = 3.6 in the calibration of the model.

D.3 Indirect inference approach

Our goal is to obtain the outcome variable from real data that is comparable with that from the
model. To that end, we must isolate the effect of the policy change on the outcomes of interest
and then follow an aggregation step.46

According to the empirical model we used for our estimation, the log of the number of Canadian
applications is

Ãppco,can,t = βt Intensityco + δco + δot + δct + ϵcot

with β2016 = 0, given that 2016 is our reference year. We use the same model to construct the
counterfactual number of the log of Canadian applications we would have observed had the H-1B
policy change not happened (e.g., Intensityco = 0). We assume that all other factors affecting
Canadian applications, e.g., δco, δot, δct, ϵcot, would have been the same in this counterfactual
scenario. Then the counterfactual value of the log of Canadian applications becomes

Ãppco,can,t = δco + δot + δct + ϵcot

and the log change in the number of Canadian applications between year t and 2016 due to the
H-1B policy change is βt Intensityco.

Next, we aggregate the effect of the policy on applications from the narrowly defined groups up
to the coarser groups used in the model. For the sake of clarity, we relabel a narrower immigrant
group as g and a coarser group as G. Let AppcanGt =

∑
g∈GApp

can
gt , we can then compute the log

46The first step is conceptually similar to the detrending procedure followed by Agha and Zeltzer (2022), who
residualize the outcome variable by the estimated linear pre-trend.
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change in the applications of group G as follows:

ÃppG,can,t − ÃppG,can,2016 = log
( ∑

g∈GAppg,can,t∑
g∈GAppg,can,2016

)
= log

(∑ Appg,can,2016e
βtIntensityg∑

g∈GApp
can
g2016

)
= log

(∑
g∈G

ωappg eβtIntensityg
)

where the second equality follows from log(Appco,can,t)− log(Appco,can,2016) = βt Intensityco and
ωappg ≡ Appg,can,2016∑

g∈G Appg,can,2016
.

Finally, we use the estimate of the year 2018 to construct the target moments for the model
because 2018 is the last year in our sample. Thus, our measure of the outcome variable of the
data regression (34) is log

(∑
g∈G ω

app
g eβ̂2018Intensityg

)
.

We follow a similar two-step procedure to compute the change in the sales and earnings per
native worker by sector, implied by our estimates from equation (3).

E Additional tables and figures
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Table E.2: Crosswalk of classification of occupations

New NOC (Classification in PR) DOT (Classification in H-1B dataset)
group Code Description Code Description
1 0111 Financial managers 161 Budget and management systems analysis occupations
2 0112 Human resources managers 166 Personnel administration occupations
3 0113 Purchasing managers 162 Purchasing management occupations
4 0121 Insurance, real estate and financial brokerage managers 186 Finance, insurance, and real estate managers and officials
5 0124 Advertising, marketing and public relations managers 164 Advertising management occupations
5 0124 Advertising, marketing and public relations managers 165 Public relations management occupations
6 041 Managers in public administration 188 Public administration managers and officials
7 060 Corporate sales managers 163 Sales and distribution management Occupations
8 065 Managers in customer and personal services, n.e.c. 187 Service industry managers and officials
9 073 Managers in transportation 184 Transportation, communication, and utilities industry Managers and officials
10 081 Managers in natural resources production and fishing 180 Agriculture, forestry, and fishing industry managers and officials
10 081 Managers in natural resources production and fishing 181 Mining industry managers and officials
11 111 Auditors, accountants and investment professionals 160 Accountants, auditors, and related occupations
11 124 Office administrative assistants - general, legal and medical 169 Other occupations In administrative specializations
12 2111 Physicists and astronomers 021 Occupations in astronomy
12 2111 Physicists and astronomers 023 Occupations in physics
13 2112 Chemists 022 Occupations in chemistry
14 2114 Meteorologists and climatologists 025 Occupations in meteorology
15 2121 Biologists and related scientists 049 Other occupations in life sciences
15 2121 Biologists and related scientists 041 Occupations in biological sciences
16 2123 Agricultural representatives, consultants and specialists 040 Occupations in agricultural sciences
17 2131 Civil engineers 005 Civil engineering occupations
18 2132 Mechanical engineers 007 Mechanical engineering occupations
19 2134 Chemical engineers 008 Chemical engineering occupations
20 2141 Industrial and manufacturing engineers 012 Industrial Engineering Occupations
21 2142 Metallurgical and materials engineers 011 Metallurgy and metallurgical engineering occupations
21 2142 Metallurgical and materials engineers 006 Ceramic engineering occupations
22 2143 Mining engineers 010 Mining and petroleum engineering occupations
23 2144 Geological engineers 014 Marine engineering occupations
23 2253 Drafting technologists and technicians 017 Drafters
24 2146 Aerospace engineers 002 Aeronautical engineering occupations
25 2148 Other professional engineers, n.e.c. 015 Nuclear engineering occupations
25 2148 Other professional engineers, n.e.c. 013 Agricultural engineering occupations
25 2148 Other professional engineers, n.e.c. 019 Other occupations in architecture, engineering, and surveying
26 215 Architects, urban planners and land surveyors 001 Architectural occupations
27 216 Mathematicians, statisticians and actuaries 020 Occupations in mathematics
28 2171 Information systems analysts and consultants 030 Occupations in systems analysis and programming
28 2175 Web designers and developers 039 Other computer-related occupations
29 2172 Database analysts and data administrators 031 occupations in data communications and networks
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New NOC (Classification in PR) DOT (Classification in H-1B dataset)
group Code Description Code Description
30 2212 Geological and mineral technologists and technicians 024 Occupations in geology
31 224 Technical occupations in electronics and electrical engineering 003 Electrical/electronics engineering occupations
32 2251 Architectural technologists and technicians 001 Architectural Occupations
33 2254 Land survey technologists and technicians 018 Surveying/cartographic occupations
34 2282 User support technicians 032 Occupations in computer system user support
35 301 Professional occupations in nursing 075 Registered nurses
36 3111 Specialist physicians 070 Physicians and surgeons
37 3112 General practitioners and family physicians 079 Other Occupations in medicine and health
38 3113 Dentists 072 Dentists
39 3114 Veterinarians 073 Veterinarians
40 3131 Pharmacists 074 Pharmacists
41 3132 Dietitians and nutritionists 077 Dietitians
42 314 Therapy and assessment professionals 076 Therapists
43 321 Medical technologists and technicians (except dental health) 079 Other occupations in medicine and health
44 322 technical occupations in dental health care 078 Occupations in medical and dental technology
45 401 University professors and post-secondary assistants 090 Occupations in college and university education
46 402 College and other vocational instructors 090 Occupations in college and university education
47 403 Secondary and elementary school teachers and educational counsellors 091 Occupations in secondary school education
47 403 Secondary and elementary school teachers and educational counsellors 092 Occupations in preschool, primary school, and kindergarten education
48 4111 Judges 110 Lawyers
49 4112 Lawyers and Quebec notaries 111 Judges
50 415 Social and community service professionals 045 Occupations in psychology
51 421 Paraprofessional occupations in legal, social, community and education services 119 Other occupations in law and jurisprudence
52 5111 Librarians 100 Librarians
53 5112 Conservators and curators 102 Museum curators and related occupations
54 5113 Archivists 101 Archivists
55 5121 Authors and writers 131 Writers
56 5122 Editors 132 Editors: publication, broadcast, and script
57 5123 Journalists 137 Interpreters and translators
58 5125 Translators, terminologists and interpreters 137 Interpreters and translators
59 5132 Conductors, composers and arrangers 152 Occupations in music
60 5133 Musicians and singers 152 Occupations in music
61 5134 Dancers 151 Occupations in dancing
62 5135 Actors and comedians 150 Occupations in Dramatics
63 5136 Painters, sculptors and other visual artists 144 Fine arts
64 5211 Library and public archive technicians 100 Librarians
65 5212 Technical occupations related to museums and art galleries 102 Museum curators and related occupations
66 5221 Photographers 143 occupations in photography
67 5222 Film and video camera operators 194 Sound and film
68 5225 Audio and video recording technicians 194 Sound and film
69 523 Announcers and other performers, n.e.c. 159 Other occupations in entertainment and recreation
70 525 Athletes, coaches, referees and related occupations 153 Occupations in athletics and sports
71 621 Retail sales supervisors 185 wholesale and retail trade managers and officials
72 652 Occupations in travel and accommodation 197 Ship captains
73 720 Contractors and supervisors, industrial, electrical and construction trades and related workers 182 Construction industry managers and officials
74 922 Supervisors, assembly and fabrication 183 Manufacturing industry managers and officials
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Table E.3: Canadian points system

Selection Factor Description Maximum Points Awarded
Language skills (English or French) Separate points for speaking, listening, reading and writing 28
Education Maximum points for Ph.D., minimum points for high school diploma 25
Work experience Maximum points for 6 or more years of experience 15
Age Maximum points for ages 18-35, zero points for under 18 and over 47 12
Employment offer Maximum points for a job having a valid job offer 10
Adaptability Includes spouse’s language fluency, education and work experience, and relatives in Canada 10
Total possible points 100

Source: IRCC’s website (link), accessed June 2023.

Figure E.1: Denial rates of continuing H-1B visas and renewals by quarter

Note. Figure E.1 plots the number of denied H-1B applications divided by the total number of H-1B applica-
tions. The red line includes continuing H-1Bs and the blue lines only renewals.
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Figure E.2: Annual number of H-1B approvals

Note. We use our H-1B dataset to compute the number of H-1B approvals until 2018q3 and complement
the data for 2018q4 from an additional FOIA request. The number of approvals in 2018 were approximately
47,000 fewer than in 2016 and 140,000 fewer than its linear trend.

Figure E.3: Canadian visa applications of immigrants who previously resided in the U.S.

Note. The y-axis represents the number of applications for Canadian permanent residence visas from appli-
cants residing in the U.S., excluding American applicants.
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Table E.4: Effects of increasing H-1B denial rates on Canadian immigration

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
log(Appco,can,t) log(Appco,can,t) log(Appco,can,t) log(Appco,can,t) log(app)cancot

Intensityco 1(t = 2012) 0.117 0.153 0.078 0.142 0.213
(1.326) (1.342) (1.669) (1.345) (1.347)

Intensityco 1(t = 2013) 0.086 0.282 0.600 0.212 0.182
(1.411) (1.435) (1.723) (1.430) (1.429)

Intensityco 1(t = 2014) -1.131 -1.038 -1.726 -0.996 -1.131
(1.578) (1.605) (1.933) (1.604) (1.579)

Intensityco 1(t = 2015) 0.295 0.751 0.810 0.551 0.295
(1.234) (1.253) (1.465) (1.254) (1.234)

Intensityco 1(t = 2017) 3.683∗∗ 3.279∗∗ 4.977∗∗∗ 3.933∗∗∗ 3.684∗∗

(1.428) (1.442) (1.445) (1.477) (1.428)

Intensityco 1(t = 2018) 5.232∗∗∗ 4.916∗∗∗ 6.205∗∗∗ 5.740∗∗∗ 5.227∗∗∗

(1.616) (1.620) (1.738) (1.655) (1.616)
Observations 5262 5262 4637 4909 5262

Note.∗∗∗ = p < 0.01,∗∗ = p < 0.05,∗ = p < 0.1. All columns include occupation-nationality fixed effects, occupation-year fixed effects, and nationality-year
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the occupation level. Column (1) is the baseline specification given by 1. Column (2) controls for the elements
used to compute πco,usa interacted with year dummies (e.g., Appco,can × δt and Appco,usa × δt). Column (3) excludes applications from immigrants from
India and China. Column (4) excludes applications from computer scientists. Column (5) includes ShareEE

oc2015 × 1(t ≥ 2015) and ShareEE
oc2016 × 1(t ≥ 2016)

where ShareEE
oct is the share of applications from an immigrant group oc in year t accounted for by the Express Entry program.
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Figure E.4: Effect of increasing H-1B denial rates on Canadian Immigration

(a) Controlling for the elements in πco,usa (b) Excluding apps. from India and China

(c) Excluding apps. from computer scientists (d) Including Express Entry control variables
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients corresponding to columns 2-4 from Appendix
Table E.4.
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Figure E.5: Change in Canadian applications and exposure measure: raw data

Note. The y-axis is computed as
∑2018

t=2017 log(Appco,can,t)

2 −
∑2016

t=2012 log(Appco,can,t)

5 and the x-axis is
Fraction Affectedco in equation (2). An observation is an immigrant group co, where c and o stand
for the country of birth and the occupations, respectively.

Figure E.6: Test for linear trends

Note. This plot shows our estimated coefficients along with the test of the hypothesis of linear trends with
a slope of 7%, according to Roth (2022).
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Figure E.7: Number of working hours relative to the year 2003

Note. The y-axis measures the number of working hours relative to the year 2003, from the OECD database
(variable name: EEM). The correlation of the time series for information and communications, professional
services, hospitality and distribution, and manufacturing are 0.97, 0.95, 0.87, and 0.96, respectively.
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Table E.5: Distribution of the firm-level intensity of treatment

NAICS Firms with Intensityi > 0 All firms
code Mean Std Median 10th 90th N firms N firms

31 0.963 1.355 0.418 0.026 2.891 1475 2085
32 0.711 1.122 0.292 0.016 1.943 2280 3410
33 0.861 1.288 0.369 0.028 2.296 4650 6215
41 0.821 1.196 0.386 0.034 2.071 5090 7790
44 0.397 0.733 0.162 0.009 0.931 7810 13975
45 0.350 0.599 0.156 0.015 0.870 1420 2505
48 0.374 0.823 0.071 0.003 1.060 1965 3680
49 0.577 0.984 0.240 0.014 1.378 245 340
51 1.825 2.198 0.853 0.089 5.230 790 1050
52 1.073 1.322 0.610 0.070 2.662 1190 1830
53 0.483 0.584 0.299 0.029 1.133 1210 1815
54 1.701 1.979 0.920 0.114 4.597 3520 4605
55 1.333 1.335 0.898 0.149 3.173 380 445
56 0.571 1.022 0.184 0.009 1.480 2855 4315
61 1.068 1.285 0.660 0.056 2.652 665 900
62 0.919 1.455 0.311 0.008 2.619 2655 5085
71 0.224 0.354 0.106 0.007 0.549 915 1670
72 0.427 0.665 0.155 0.008 1.256 12880 17715

Note. This table reports the summary statistics of Intensityi, normalized by the overall standard deviation.
The statistics reported in the columns from left to right are the mean, standard deviation, median, 10th
percentile, 90th percentile, and the number of firms, among the firms with positive exposure. The last
column reports the total number of firms in the sample, which includes those firms with Intensityi = 0. The
total number of firms across all sectors is 79,430.
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Figure E.8: Effect of increasing H-1B denial rates on Canadian firms

(a) Hiring of imm. relative to emp (b) Sales (in log)

(c) Exports (in log) (d) Exports relative to total sales
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients βτ of equation 3 and βE

τ of equation B.1,
multiplied by the average value of Intensityi in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of interpretation. The
event is defined as the spike in the H-1B denial rate in 2017. The vertical lines reflect 95% confidence intervals.
The estimated coefficients βτ plotted correspond to Appendix Table E.4, and the estimated coefficients βE

τ

plotted correspond to SS = 1 in Appendix Table E.7.
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Table E.7: Effect of increasing H-1B denial rates on Canadian firms: within-sector estimates

Log of Export-Rev Net hiring Log of
Revenues ratio of imm. Exports

Intensityi × 1(SS = 0)× 1(τ = 2012) -.0010006 -.002744∗∗ -.0016828 -.0036536
.0026682 .0011522 .001895 .0240137

Intensityi × 1(SS = 1)× 1(τ = 2012) -.0005609 .0008338 .0013644 -.0861704∗∗

.0048058 .0019557 .0018041 .0373395
Intensityi × 1(SS = 0)× 1(τ = 2013) -.0010915 -.0028501∗∗∗ -.0000606 -.0299413

.0025166 .0010461 .0019405 .0217397
Intensityi × 1(SS = 1)× 1(τ = 2013) -.0013493 .002274 .0016221 -.0395377

.0044268 .0018192 .0015918 .0403564
Intensityi × 1(SS = 0)× 1(τ = 2014) -.0011067 -.0010006 .0006216 .0066705

.0022134 .0008338 .0027137 .0190563
Intensityi × 1(SS = 1)× 1(τ = 2014) .001895 -.0009854 .0003032 -.0071253

.0036839 .0015767 .0015918 .0333372
Intensityi × 1(SS = 0)× 1(τ = 2015) -.0018495 -.0015312∗∗ -.0002729 -.0074285

.0016979 .0006974 .0017434 .0164336
Intensityi × 1(SS = 1)× 1(τ = 2015) .0018799 .0004093 .0008945 .0070646

.0030017 .0014251 .0014705 .0261816
Intensityi × 1(SS = 0)× 1(τ = 2017) -.0024559 -.0009096 .0021679 -.0021376

.0025166 .000758 .0029259 .0176768
Intensityi × 1(SS = 0)× 1(τ = 2017) .0041084 .0024105 .0053667∗∗∗ -.0162365

.0032291 .0015615 .0019405 .0297139
Intensityi × 1(SS = 0)× 1(τ = 2018) -.0090809∗∗∗ -.0009703 .0024408 .0013644

.0032898 .0009096 .0022134 .0204814
Intensityi × 1(SS = 1)× 1(τ = 2018) .0120827∗∗∗ .0076256∗∗∗ .0089293∗∗∗ .0429791

.0045632 .0018647 .0020921 .0317151
Observations 537585 537585 537585 79695
N firms 79430 79430 79430 14340
R-squared .9839 .9021 .1317 .9076
Note. The table displays the estimated event-study coefficients, βτ , of equation B.1 multiplied by the average
value of Intensityi in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of interpretation. SS = 1 refers to firms in the
top 5 sectors in terms of the average value of Intensityi, and SS = 0 refers to the remaining firms. The
event is defined as the spike in the H-1B denial rate in 2017. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.
∗∗∗ = p < 0.01,∗∗ = p < 0.05,∗ = p < 0.1.
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Table E.8: Effect of increasing H-1B denial rates on domestic firms

Log of Export-Rev Net hiring Net hiring Log of
Revenues ratio of imm. of natives Exports

Intensityi × 1(τ = 2012) .0007428 -.0010006 .0001668 -.000849 -.0124465
.0024559 .0009399 .0015009 .0014402 .0247262

Intensityi × 1(τ = 2013) -.001228 -.0003032 .0009551 -.000091 -.0104908
.0023195 .0008338 .0014402 .0012431 .0243169

Intensityi × 1(τ = 2014) -.0001971 -.0007732 .0004548 -.0002729 .0022892
.001895 .0006822 .001895 .0013189 .0203753

Intensityi × 1(τ = 2015) -.0008186 -.0000303 .0003335 -.0005154 .0044419
.0015009 .0005761 .0013189 .001228 .0162669

Intensityi × 1(τ = 2017) .0063673∗∗∗ .0010157 .0049877∗∗ .0030624∗∗ -.0001516
.0018799 .0007125 .0019708 .0013493 .01798

Intensityi × 1(τ = 2018) .010036∗∗∗ .0028198∗∗∗ .007095∗∗∗ .0040781∗∗∗ .0293349
.0025924 .0008186 .0016525 .0013493 .0200114

Observations 510685 510685 510685 510685 61350
N firms 75470 75470 75470 75470 11290
R-squared .9809 .8958 .1275 .1437 .8914

Note. The table displays the estimated event-study coefficients, βτ , of equation (3) multiplied by the average
value of Intensityi in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of interpretation. The sample includes only
domestic firms and excludes MNCs. We plot these coefficients in Appendix Figure E.12. The event is defined
as the spike in the H-1B denial rate in 2017. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. ∗∗∗ = p <
0.01,∗∗ = p < 0.05,∗ = p < 0.1

Table E.9: Estimate of the elasticity of substitution between the U.S. and Canada

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
log(appco,can,t

appco,usa,t
) log(appco,can,t

appco,usa,t
) log(appco,can,t

appco,usa,t
) log(appco,can,t

appco,usa,t
) log(appco,can,t

appco,usa,t
) log(appco,can,t

appco,usa,t
)

po,usa,t w̃co,usa -0.116 -3.613∗∗∗ -2.970∗∗∗ -5.104∗∗∗ -3.918∗∗∗ -3.603∗∗∗

(0.255) (1.293) (1.080) (1.397) (1.386) (1.302)
Observations 4060 4060 4060 3561 3752 4060
Specification OLS IV IV IV IV IV
F stat 1st stage 19.5 29.3 31.9 16.9 19.6

Note.∗∗∗ = p < 0.01,∗∗ = p < 0.05,∗ = p < 0.1. All columns include occupation-nationality fixed effects,
occupation-year fixed effects, and nationality-year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the occu-
pation level. Column (1) shows the OLS estimates of the baseline specifications given by (D.35). Columns
(2)-(6) show 2SLS estimates. Column (2) estimates the baseline specification. Column (3) controls for the
elements used to compute πco,usa interacted with the year dummies (e.g., πco,can × δt and πco,usa × deltat).
Column (4) excludes applications from immigrants from India and China. Column (5) excludes applications
from computer scientists. Column (6) includes ShareEE

oc2015 × 1(t ≥ 2015) and ShareEE
oc2016 × 1(t ≥ 2016)

where ShareEE
oct is the share of applications from an immigrant group oc in year t accounted for by the

Express Entry program.
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Figure E.9: Robustness exercise to control for the effects of firm characteristics

(a) Hiring relative to employment in 2016 (b) Sales (in log)

(c) Exports (in log) (d) Exports relative to total sales
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients, βτ , of equation 3 with additional control
variables, multiplied by the average value of Intensityi in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of in-
terpretation. These variables are pre-shock firm characteristics interacted with year dummies. The firm
characteristics are the log of revenues and the share of the wage bill in total cost, referred to as ”size” and
”labor share,” respectively. All of these regressions include the pre-shock firm characteristics included in the
baseline specification. The event is defined as the spike in the H-1B denial rate in 2017. The vertical lines
reflect 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure E.10: Robustness exercise to control for the effects of the Express Entry program

(a) Hiring relative to employment in 2016 (b) Sales (in log)

(c) Exports (in log) (d) Exports relative to total sales
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients, βτ , of equation 3 with an additional control
variable, multiplied by the average value of Intensityi in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of interpre-
tation. This variable is the interaction between year dummies and the share of workers in 2016 who were
admitted to Canada through this program. The event is defined as the spike in the H-1B denial rate in 2017.
The vertical lines reflect 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure E.11: Robustness exercise to control for effects through international trade

(a) Hiring relative to Employment in 2016 (b) Sales (in log)
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients, βτ , of equation 3 , multiplied by the average
value of Intensityi in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of interpretation. The sample exclude firms
that exported or imported goods or services in the year 2016. The event is defined as the spike in the H-1B
denial rate in 2017. The vertical lines reflect 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure E.12: Effects on domestic firms

(a) Hiring relative to employment in 2016 (b) Sales (in log)

(c) Exports (in log) (d) Exports relative to total sales
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients, multiplied by the average value of Intensityi
in the high-skilled service sector, for ease of interpretation. The sample includes domestic firms and excludes
all MNC (we also exclude Canadian multinationals). The event is defined as the spike in the H-1B denial
rate in 2017. The vertical lines reflect 95% confidence intervals. This figure corresponds to the estimates in
Table E.8
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Figure E.13: Effects on firms based on the share of workers who lived in the U.S.

(a) Hiring relative to employment in 2016 (b) Sales (in log)

(c) Exports (in log) (d) Exports relative to total sales
Note. The y-axis plots the estimated event-study coefficients of a modified version of equation 3, where
we allow for heterogeneous treatment effects. In particular, we allow for βτ to be different for firms in two
different groups. We split firms into two groups: those that had employed immigrants who had previously
lived in the United States and those that had not. We refer to these groups as “Linked” and “Not linked,”
respectively.The event is defined as the spike in the H-1B denial rate in 2017. The vertical lines reflect 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure E.14: U.S. wages and the share of immigrants choosing the U.S. over Canada

Note. The y-axis is computed as the logarithm of the average annual earnings reported in the H-1B visa
application dataset. The x-axis is the U.S. share in applications pico,usa. Both values are computed for the
period before the introduction of the PM (2012-2015). An observation is an immigrant group co, where c
and o stand for the country of birth and occupations, respectively.

Figure E.15: Identification of moments used for calibration
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(c) Earnings per native worker
Note. Each panel illustrates how a target moment varies with a corresponding parameter, holding all other
parameters at their baseline levels. The x-axis represents the value of the corresponding parameter and the
vertical line denotes its baseline value (i.e. νh = 2.3, α = 1.2, and ϵ = 4.3). The y-axis display the model-
implied coefficient of the regressions on the logarithm of Canadian visa applications, sales, and earnings per
native-born worker, respectively, as a relative deviation from their values under the baseline calibration in
percentage points.
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Table E.10: Crosswalk of classification of occupations

Sectors in WIOD dataset Sector in the quantitative model
Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities Agriculture and mining
Forestry and logging Agriculture and mining
Fishing and aquaculture Agriculture and mining
Mining and quarrying Agriculture and mining
Manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco products Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of textiles, wearing apparel and leather products Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of wood, cork and straw and plaiting materials Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of paper and paper products Low-tech manufacturing
Printing and reproduction of recorded media Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products High-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and preparations High-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of basic metals Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of fabricated metal products Low-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products High-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of electrical equipment High-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. High-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers High-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of other transport equipment High-tech manufacturing
Manufacture of furniture; other manufacturing Low-tech manufacturing
Repair and installation of machinery and equipment High-tech manufacturing
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply Other
Water collection, treatment and supply Other
Sewerage, waste collection and related activities Other
Construction Other
Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles Wholesale and retail trade
Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles Wholesale and retail trade
Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles Wholesale and retail trade
Land transport and transport via pipelines Other
Water transport Other
Air transport Other
Warehousing and support activities for transportation Other
Postal and courier activities Other
Accommodation and food service activities Other
Publishing activities Information and communication (IC)
Motion picture, video, sound recording and related activities Information and communication (IC)
Telecommunications Information and communication (IC)
Computer programming, consultancy and related activities Information and communication (IC)
Financial service activities Finance
Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding Finance
Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities Finance
Real estate activities Other
Legal, accounting, and head offices activities Professional, scientific and technical activities
Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis Professional, scientific and technical activities
Scientific research and development Professional, scientific and technical activities
Advertising and market research Professional, scientific and technical activities
Other professional, scientific and technical activities Professional, scientific and technical activities
Administrative and support service activities Excluded
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security Excluded
Education Other
Human health and social work activities Other
Other service activities Other
Activities of households as employers Excluded
Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies Excluded

Source: The manufacturing sector has been sub-categorized by technological intensity according to the United
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO).
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